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INTRODUCTION

The first edition of this comprehensive list of doctoral dissertations related to American architectural history was compiled in 1992. It began quite by accident as I searched for information on dissertations on the computer at the Library of Congress related to my own dissertation topic - Thomas Ustick Walter's work on the United States Capitol. Since no comprehensive bibliography of dissertations relating to American architectural history had been compiled I decided to continue the search to complete as extensive a list as possible. I am indebted to my dissertation director, Professor Richard Longstreth of George Washington University for both urging me to complete this personal project and for offering advice on the criteria for admitting dissertations to the list. Helpful suggestions also came from Kenneth Bowling, Co-editor of the Documentary History of the First Federal Congress Project at George Washington University.

The principal criteria for inclusion in the list has been those studies dealing with the history of the built environment. Influenced by American Studies, I have expanded my list to include not only buildings but related topics such as architectural sculpture, cemeteries, dams, the social history of buildings where they show how a building type was used, and terra cotta. To this list I have added those dissertations written before 1950 on the then-current issues concerning the built environment since they now have a clear historical interest in their own right.

The primary source used for research for this bibliography was produced by University Microfilms International (U.M.I.) in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Established over 50
years ago, the U.M.I. has filmed and compiled citations of over 200,000 dissertations from
the late nineteenth century to the present. Although most entries on microfilm are from
American universities many are from institutions in other countries.

This compilation has been particularly tedious because the entries for architectural
history are listed under a multitude of fields by U.M.I. These include American Studies,
architecture, art history, business, communications, economics, education, engineering,
folklore, geography, history, home economics, journalism, landscape architecture, literature,
material culture, medical science, music, philosophy, physical education, political science,
recreation, religion, social history, sociology, speech, theater, transportation, and urban
planning. The degrees include PH.D., ARCH.D., D.MIN., D.SC., D.R., D.MUS. and
ED.D.

In the first part of this bibliography dissertations are listed by year and then
alphabetically by author. Each entry includes five to six lines in the following order: (1)
author, (2) title, (3) degree granting institution, (4) advisor where listed, (5) the identification
code needed for ordering bound copies of the dissertation, (6) the status of the dissertation
(available for ordering or restricted from ordering). The identification code is divided into
two parts: the Dissertation Abstracts International number (including volume, issue, and
page) and the publication number. Only the publication number is needed for ordering from
the University Microfilms International. One can order bound dissertations with order forms
supplied by most university libraries or directly by telephone (1-800-521-3042). Under status
I have included the length of those dissertations which are available. Dissertations are
restricted by some universities. In some cases authors have also restricted their dissertations
from leaving the institution where the degree was granted. Only in recent years, beginning
in 1987, has the dissertation adviser begun to be listed. To assist the reader I have also
compiled three indices - by author, the degree granting institution, and subject. The latter includes architects, builders, architectural styles, building types, geographical locations including cities, states, and regions (Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, Northwest, and Southwest), and miscellaneous subjects.


I plan to enlarge this new and comprehensive list of 420 entries of dissertations relating to American architectural history on a regular basis. Readers who are aware of pertinent dissertations which I have missed can send the name of the author, title, and approximate year to me in care of the Society of Architectural Historians in Philadelphia.

*James M. Goode*

*September 21, 1992*
A NOTE TO THE SECOND EDITION:

In the three years since the first edition of this bibliography was compiled a number of scholars have alerted me to dissertations which I had missed. I am especially indebted to Pam Scott for sending me a list of several dozen dissertations which I had failed to include in the first edition. In the second edition, I have increased the number of dissertations on American architectural history from 420 to 609. A third edition is projected for 1998. Anyone who has additional entries can alert me at the following address:

James M. Goode, 4301 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Apt. A303, Washington, DC 20016

December 10, 1995
1897

Ward, George Washington
THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO CANAL PROJECT
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: ADD S0098, publication no. AAC0228069
   restricted

1903

Lamson, William Mather
IRON AND STEEL DOMES
School: George Washington University
Source: ADD S0075, publication no. AAC0279300
   restricted

1915

Kimball, Sidney Fiske
THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE FIRST MONUMENT OF THE CLASSICAL REVIVAL IN AMERICA
School: University of Michigan
Source: ADD L1915, publication no. AAC0110583
   restricted

Stems, Frederick Henderson
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF EASTERN NEBRASKA, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CULTURE OF THE RECTANGULAR EARTH LODGES
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD S0084
Order No: none, not available

1923

Hayner, Norman Sylvester
THE SOCIOLOGY OF HOTEL LIFE
School: University of Chicago
Source: ADD S0330, publication no. AAC0116837
   restricted
1927
Greenman, Emerson Frank
THE EARTHWORK INCLOSURES OF MICHIGAN
School: University of Michigan
Source: ADD So127
Order No: none

1928
McNeill, Clarence Ernest
THE FINANCIAL HISTORY OF THE MUNICIPAL SUBWAYS OF NEW YORK CITY
School: Yale University
Source: ADD SO265, publication no. AAC0141647
restricted

1932
Ladd, Henry Andrews
THE VICTORIAN MORALITY OF ART: AN ANALYSIS OF RUSKIN'S ESTHETIC
School: Columbia University
Source: ADD L1932, publication no. AAC0130J945
restricted

1935
Wilson, Eugene Murphy
FOLK HOUSES OF NORTHERN ALABAMA
School: Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Source: DAI 30/07B, p.3002
Order No: AAC7000275, available (327 pages)

1936
Davis, Emily H.
THE DESIGN OF THE HOUSE AND ITS FURNISHINGS AS BASED ON NEW MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTIONS
School: Ohio State University
Source: ADD W1936, publication no. AAC0133835
restricted
1937

Gracey, Frank M.
A HISTORY OF SECONDARY SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE IN MASSACHUSETTS
School: Boston University School of Education
Source: ADD W1937
Order No: none

1938

Caemmerer, H. Paul
THE INFLUENCE OF CLASSICAL ART ON THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE UNITED STATES
School: American University
Source: ADD W1938, publication no. AAC0136572
restricted

Roos, Frank J., Jr.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SOURCES OF EARLY ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN IN OHIO
School: Ohio State University
Source: ADD W1938, publication no. AAC0136578
restricted

1940

Cowgill, Donald Olen
MOBILE HOMES: A STUDY OF TRAILER LIFE
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: ADD W1940, publication no. AAC0165528
restricted

Kubler, George A.
THE RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE OF NEW MEXICO
School: Yale University
Source: ADD W1940, publication no. AAC0165560
restricted
1940 continued:

McGlinchee, Claire
THE FIRST DECADE OF THE BOSTON MUSEUM
School: Columbia University
Source: ADD W1940, publication no. AAC0165547
restricted

1941

Manson, Grant Carpenter
THE WORK OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT BEFORE 1910
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1941, publication no. AAC0144716
restricted

1942

Forman, Henry Chandlee
JAMESTOWN AND ST. MARY'S: BURIED CITIES OF ROMANCE
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: ADD W1942, publication no. AAC0156832
restricted

Weatherhead, Arthur C.
THE HISTORY OF COLLEGIATE EDUCATION IN ARCHITECTURE IN THE UNITED STATES
School: Columbia University
Source: ADD W1942, publication no. AAC0156816
restricted

Weisman, Winston Robert
THE ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ROCKEFELLER CENTER
School: Ohio State University
Source: ADD W1942, publication no. AAC0156830
restricted

1945

Hayes, Marian
LIFE AND ARCHITECTURE IN THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY
School: Radcliffe College
Source: ADD W1945, publication no. AAC0158555
restricted
1945 - continued:

Sanderlin, Walter Stanley
A HISTORY OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO CANAL
School: University of Maryland
Source: ADD W1945, publication no. AAC0158430
restricted

1946

Reitler, Paul D.
FORM AND FUNCTION IN SOME PREHISTORIC CEREMONIAL STRUCTURES IN THE SOUTHWEST
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1946, publication no. AAC0160181
restricted

1948

Donaldson, Christine Hunter
THE CENTENNIAL OF 1876: THE EXPOSITION, AND CULTURE FOR AMERICA
School: Yale University
Source: DAI-A 40/12, p.6390
Order No: AAC 8013687, available (278 pages)

Garvan, Anthony N.B.
THE ORIGIN OF COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE AND TOWN PLANNING IN CONNECTICUT: A STUDY IN AMERICAN SOCIAL HISTORY
School: Yale University
Source: ADD W1948, publication no. AAC0153468
restricted

Meeks, Carroll L.V.
THE ARCHITECTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN RAILWAY STATION
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1948, publication no. AAC0153686
restricted

1949

Kouwenhoven, John A.
MADE IN AMERICA: THE ARTS IN MODERN CIVILIZATION
School: Columbia University
Source: ADD W1949, publication no. AAC0177839
restricted
1949 - continued:

Newman, Richard K., Jr.
YANKEE GOTHIC: MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURAL FORMS IN THE PROTESTANT CHURCH BUILDING OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY NEW ENGLAND
School: Yale University
Source: ADD W1949, publication no. AAC0177860
restricted

Pierson, William Harvey, Jr.
INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE IN THE BERKSHIRES
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 32/10A, p.5689, publication no. AAC7209553
restricted

Scully, Vincent J., Jr.
THE COTTAGE STYLE (AN ORGANIC DEVELOPMENT IN LATER NINETEENTH-CENTURY WOODEN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN THE EASTERN UNITED STATES)
School: Yale University
Source: ADD W1949, publication no. AAC0177861
restricted

1950

Creese, Walter L.
AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE FROM 1918 TO 1933, WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON EUROPEAN INFLUENCE
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1950, publication no. AAC0173187
restricted

Eckels, Claire W.
BALTIMORE'S EARLIEST ARCHITECTS
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: ADD W1950, publication no. AAC0173193
restricted

El Abd, Salah
THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY: REGIONAL STUDY, AN ANALYSIS, AND APPLICATION
School: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Source: ADD W1950
Order No: not available
1950 - continued:

Fadum, Ralph E.
OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF BUILDING SETTLEMENTS IN BOSTON
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1950, publication no. AAC0173188
restricted

Gowans, Alan Wilbert
A HISTORY OF CHURCH ARCHITECTURE IN NEW FRANCE
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI - 16/05, p.940
Order No: AAC 0010910, available (454 pages)

Love, Paul
PATTERNED BRICKWORK IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 10.04, p.18
Order No: AAC0001873, available (279 pages)

McDonough, James Vernon
WILLIAM JAY - REGENCY ARCHITECT IN GEORGIA AND SOUTH CAROLINA
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 15104, p. 554
Order No: AAC0010959, available (301 pages)

Tatum, George Bishop
ANDREW JACKSON DOWNING: ARBITER OF AMERICAN TASTE, 1815-1852
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 15104, p. 555
Order No: AAC0011042, available (383 pages)

1951

Chapman, Edmund H.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND, OHIO, TO 1860
School: New York University
Source: DAI SO/146
Order No: AAC7321978, available (374 pages)
1951 - continued:

Cummings, Abbott L.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SOURCES, STYLISTIC EVOLUTION, AND INFLUENCE OF ASHER BENJAMIN'S BUILDERS' GUIDES
School: Ohio State University
Source: ADD W1951, publication no. AAC0276784
restricted

Eaton, Leonard K.
HOSPITAL DEVELOPMENT IN NEW ENGLAND, 1790-1833: A STUDY IN SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY
Harvard University
ADD W1951, publication no. AAC0276678
restricted

McLanathan, Richard B.K.
CHARLES BULFINCH AND THE MAINE STATE HOUSE: A STUDY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1951, publication no. AAC0276768
restricted

Shaffer, Robert B.
CHARLES ELIOT NORTON AND ARCHITECTURE
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1951, publication no. AAC0276769
restricted

Torbert, Donald R.
MINNEAPOLIS - ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTS, 1848-1908: A STUDY OF STYLE TRENDS IN ARCHITECTURE IN A MIDWESTERN CITY, TOGETHER WITH A CATALOGUE OF REPRESENTATIVE BUILDING
School: University of Minnesota
Source: ADD W1951, publication no. AAC0276775
restricted
Bunting, Bainbridge
THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE BACK BAY REGION IN BOSTON
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1952
Order No: none, not available

Godfrey, William S., Jr.
DIGGING A TOWER AND LAYING A GHOST: THE ARCHAEOLOGY AND
CONTROVERSIAL HISTORY OF THE NEWPORT TOWER
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1952
Order No: none, not available

Halse, Albert O.
A HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENTS IN ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING
TECHNIQUES
School: New York University
Source: DAI 12/06, p.788
Order No: AAC0004153, available (506 pages)

King, Doris E.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
School: Duke University
Source: ADD W1952
Order No: AAC0183529

Norton, Paul Foote
LATROBE, JEFFERSON, AND THE NATIONAL CAPITOL
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 15/04, p.554
Order No: AAC0010986, available (442 pages)
Butler, Alexander R.
MCKIM'S RENAISSANCE: A STUDY IN THE HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: ADD W1953, publication no. AAC0191147
restricted

Early, James
ROMANTIC THOUGHT AND ARCHITECTURE IN THE UNITED STATES
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1953, publication no. AAC0191140
restricted

Lewis, Stanley T.
THE NEW YORK THEATRE: ITS BACKGROUND AND ARCHITECTURAL DEVELOPMENT: 1750-1853
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 20/01, p.261
Order No: AAC5902310, available (599 pages)

Anders, Ray Leslie, Jr.
A HISTORY OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE LEDO ROAD BY THE UNITED STATES CORPS OF ENGINEERS
School: University of Missouri, Columbia
Source: DAI 15/02, p.256
Order No: AAC0010097, available (371 pages)

Dezurko, Edward R.
FUNCTIONALIST TRENDS IN WRITINGS PERTAINING TO ARCHITECTURE WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE PERIDO CA. 1700-1850
School: New York University
Source: DAI SO146
Order No: AAC 7412914, available (285 pages)
1954 - continued:

Hall, Louise
ARTIFICER TO ARCHITECT IN AMERICA
School: Radcliffe College
Source: ADD W1954, publication no. AAC0196685
restricted

Harrison, Joseph Hobson, Jr.
THE INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT ISSUE IN THE POLITICS OF THE UNION, 1783-1825
School: University of Virginia
Source: DAI - 14/10, p.1694
Order No: AAC 0009646, available (711 pages)

Nichols, J.B.
A HISTORICAL STUDY OF SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
School: Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
Source: ADD W1954, publication no. AAC0196688
restricted

Omoto, Sadayoshi
SOME ASPECTS OF THE SO-CALLED 'QUEEN ANNE' REVIVAL STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 20/08, p.3255
Order No: AAC6000098, available (330 pages)

1955

Connally, Ernest A.
THE ECCLESIASTICAL AND MILITARY ARCHITECTURE OF THE SPANISH PROVINCE OF TEXAS
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD W1955, publication no. AACO201472
restricted
1955 - continued:

Noffsinger, James P.
THE INFLUENCE OF THE ECOLE DES BEAUX-ARTS ON THE ARCHITECTS OF THE UNITED STATES
School: Catholic University of America
Source: ADD W1955, publication no. AAC0201465
restricted

1956

Andrews, Wayne
ARCHITECTURE, AMBITION, AND AMERICANS
School: Columbia University
Source: ADD X1956, publication no. AAC0270039
restricted

Donnelly, Marian Card
NEW ENGLAND MEETING HOUSES IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
School: Yale University
Source: ADD X1956, publication no. AAC0270455
restricted

Weigley, Russell Frank
M.C. MEIGS, BUILDER OF THE CAPITOL AND LINCOLN'S QUARTERMASTER GENERAL
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 16/07, p.1247
Order No: AAC0016349, available (780 pages)

1957

Brooks, H. Allen, Jr.
THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL: THE AMERICAN SPIRIT IN MIDWEST RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE, 1893-1916
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 17/12, p.2969
Order No: AAC0023485, available (327 pages)
Gebhard, David
WILLIAM GRAY PURCELL AND GEORGE GRANT ELMSLIE AND THE EARLY PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE FROM 1900 TO 1920
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 20/06, p.2218
Order No: AACC5906052, available (471 pages)

Graybill, Samuel Huie Jr.
BRUCE PRICE, AMERICAN ARCHITECT, 1845-1903
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 30, pt. 12-A, 6493
Order No: AAC7116123, available (515 pages)

Kirker, Harold C.
CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: A SOCIAL HISTORY
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: ADD X1957
Order No: AAC0207154, restricted

Moore, Charles Willard
WATER AND ARCHITECTURE
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 19/11, p.2906
Order No: AAC 5807870, available (373 pages)

Raafat, Aly Ahmed
REINFORCED CONCRETE AND THE ARCHITECTURE IT CREATES
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI- 17/08,p. 1726
Order No: AAC 0021123, available (369 pages)
1957 - continued:

Winter, Robert White
THE ORGANIC PRINCIPLE IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL THEORY
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: ADD X1957
Order No: AAC0207015, restricted

1958

Bush-Brown, Albert
IMAGE OF A UNIVERSITY: A STUDY OF ARCHITECTURE AS AN EXPRESSION OF EDUCATION AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE UNITED STATES BETWEEN 1800-1900
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 20/06, p.2218
Order No: AAC 5905164, available (519 pages)

Janson, Richard Harry
THE RAILROAD PASSENGER TRAINS, ARCHITECTURE, MACHINERY, AND MOTION, 1830-1950
School: Yale University
Source: ADD X1958, publication no. AAC0213684
restricted

Kramer, Ellen W.
THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF DETLEF LIENAU, A CONSERVATIVE VICTORIAN
School: New York University
Source: DAI 22/03, p.841
Order No: AAC6102634, available (429 pages)

Lerski, Hanna
THE BRITISH ANTECEDENTS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON'S ARCHITECTURE
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: ADD X1958, publication no. AAC0213678
restricted
1959

Peisch, Mark L.
THE CHICAGO SCHOOL AND WALTER BURLEY GRIFFIN, 1893-1914, GROWTH AND DISSEMINATION OF AN ARCHITECTURAL MOVEMENT AND A REPRESENTATIVE FIGURE
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 20/10, p.4070
Order No: AAC6001159, available (270 pages)

1960

Andersen, Stanley Peter
AMERICAN ICON: RESPONSE TO THE SKYSCRAPER, 1875-1934
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 21/04, p.841
Order No: AAC6003499, available (365 pages)

Bullard, William Rotch, Jr.
PIT HOUSE ARCHITECTURE IN THE SOUTHWESTERN UNITED STATES PRIOR TO A.D. 900, WITH DESCRIPTION OF THE EXCAVATIONS AT CERRO, COLORADO, NEAR QUEMADO, WEST-CENTRAL NEW MEXICO, AND A REVIEW AND CRITIQUE OF SOUTHWESTERN CHRONOLOGY
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1960, publication no. AAC0224700
restricted

Frederick, Robert Allen
COLONEL RICHARD LIEBER, CONSERVATIONIST AND PARK BUILDER: THE INDIANA YEARS
School: Indiana University
Source: DAI 21/09, p.2689
Order No: AAC6006291, available (468 pages)

Healy, Daty
A HISTORY OF THE WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART, 1930-1954
School: New York University
Source: DAI 21/05, p.1161
Order No: AAC6003748, available (355 pages)
1960 continued:

Lubove, Roy
THE PROGRESSIVES AND THE SLUMS: TENEMENT HOUSE REFORM IN NEW YORK CITY, 1890-1917
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 21/07, p.1930
Order No: AAC6006469, available (367 pages)

1961

Alexander, Robert Lester
THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF MAXIMILIAN GODEFROY
School: New York University
Source: DAI 22/02, p.530
Order No: AAC6102641, available (442 pages)

Carrott, Richard G.
THE EGYPTIAN REVIVAL: ITS SOURCES, MONUMENTS, AND MEANING (1808-1858)
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 29/04A, p.1356
Order No: AAC6711356, available (236 pages)

Smith, Norris Kelly
A STUDY OF THE ARCHITECTURAL IMAGERY OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 22/02, p.532
Order No: AAC6102668, available (251 pages)

Stillman, Samuel Damie
THE GENESIS OF THE ADAM STYLE
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 22/04, p.1122
Order No: AAC6103907, available (496 pages)
1962

Ham, Clifford Carmichael, Jr.
A STUDY OF BUILDING AND DECISION-MAKING IN SELECTED URBAN CHURCHES WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR CITY PLANNING
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI - 23/04, p.1317
Order No: AAC 6204299, available (297 pages)

Lewis, Dudley Arnold
EVALUATION OF AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE BY EUROPEAN CRITICS, 1875-1900
School: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Source: DAI 23/06, p.2084
Order No: AAC6300602, available (567 pages)

1963

Allen, James Brown
THE COMPANY TOWN AS A FEATURE OF WESTERN AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT
School: University of Southern California
Source: DAI - 24/09, p.3707
Order No: AAC 6403089, available (393 pages)

Cooledge, Harold Norman, Jr.
SAMUEL SLOAN (1815-1884), ARCHITECT
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 25/01, p.394
Order No: AAC6407370, available (213 pages)

Cooper, Mabel Ruth
NINETEENTH CENTURY HOMES OF MARSHALL, MICHIGAN
School: Florida State University
Source: DFAI - 24/11, p.4667
Order No: AAC 6403590, available (255 pages)

Dennis, James Munn
KARL BITTER (1867-1915), ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTOR.
School: University of Wisconsin
Source: DAI 24/01, p.244
Order No: AAC630541, available (451 pages)
1963 - continued:

Landy, Jacob
THE ARCHITECTURE OF MINARD LAFEVER, IN RELATION TO THE NEW YORK SCENE FROM 1825 TO 1855
School: New York University
Source: DAI 27/03A, p.716
Order No: AAC6605627, available (553 pages)

Murtagh, William John
MORAVIAN ARCHITECTURE AND CITY PLANNING: A STUDY OF EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MORAVIAN SETTLEMENTS IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 24/06, p.2413
Order No: AAC6307072, available (461 pages)

Myers, Eugene Russell
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MID-TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN METAL-AND-GLASS ARCHITECTURE IN THE CURTAIN WALL STYLE
School: University of Pittsburgh
Source: DAI 25/11, p.6519
Order No: AAC6505167, available (255 pages)

Overby, Osmund R.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF COLLEGE HILL, 1770-1900: RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE AREA OF THE ORIGINAL TOWN OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 25/02, p.1135
Order No: AAC6407144, available (459 pages)

Pierson, Albert Chadwick
TRENDS IN LODGING ENTERPRISES: HOTELS AND MOTELS, 1939-1958
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 24/09, p.3575
Order No: AAC6402780, available (283 pages)
1963 - continued:

Ravenal, Carol Myers
THE MODEST ARCHITECTURAL MODE: AN ANALYSIS OF FIVE DOMESTIC
DWELLINGS IN PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND, CIRCA 1780-1812
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1963, no. AAC0203280 - restricted

Streichler, Jerry
THE CONSULTANT INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER IN AMERICAN INDUSTRY FROM 1927
TO 1960
School: New York University
Source: DAI 24/06, p.2413
Order No: AAC6306683, available (252 pages)
Crook, David H.
LOUIS SULLIVAN, THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, AND AMERICAN LIFE
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1964, publication no. AAC0257196
restricted

Frye, Mary Virginia
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MUNICIPAL PARKS IN THE UNITED STATES: CONCEPTS AND THEIR APPLICATION
School: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI - 25/11, p.6567
Order No: AAC 6503585, available (304 pages)

Johnston, Norman John
HARLAND BARTHOLOMEW: HIS COMPREHENSIVE PLANS AND SCIENCE OF PLANNING
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI - 25/07, p.4074
Order No: AAC 6410386, available (301 pages)

Ludwig, Allan Ira
CARVED STONE-MARKERS IN NEW ENGLAND: 1650-1815
School: Yale University
Source: ADD X1964, publication no. AAC0257061
restricted

Van Orman, Richard Albert
HOTELS IN THE TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST, 1865-1890
School: Indiana University
Source: DAI 26/02, p.1011
Order No: AAC6503527, available (249 pages)
Baigell, Matthew Eli
JOHN HAVILAND
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 26/06, p. 3232
Order No: AAC6512207, available (433 pages)

Karlowicz, Titus Marion
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 26/12, p.7250
Order No: AAC6602721, available (438 pages)

Keys, Margaret Naumann
NINETEENTH CENTURY HOME ARCHITECTURE OF IOWA CITY
School: Florida State University
Source: DAI-26/12, p.7291
Order No: AAC 6605452, available (343 pages)

Merrill, David Oliver
ISAAC DAMON AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE FEDERAL PERIOD IN NEW ENGLAND
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 26/04, p.2124
Order No: AAC6509700, available (737 pages)

Patton, Helen Frances
PUBLIC SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE IN RACINE, WISCONSIN, AND VICINITY FROM THE TIME OF SETTLEMENT TO 1900
School: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Source: DAI 27/09A, p. 2962
Order No: AAC6613320, available (555 pages)
Boyd, Sterling Mehaffy
THE ADAM STYLE IN AMERICA, 1770-1820
School: Princeton University
DAI 28/02A, p.558, publication no. AAC6709591
available (596 pages)

Buder, Stanley
PULLMAN: AN EXPERIMENT IN INDUSTRIAL ORDER AND COMMUNITY PLANNING, 1880-1930
School: University of Chicago
Source: ADD X1967
Order No: unknown

Denevi, Donald Dennis
THE EDUCATIONAL THOUGHTS OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EDUCATION OF TEACHERS
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 28/03A, p.984
Order No: AAC6711581, available (227 pages)

Huggins, Koleen Alice Haire
THE EVOLUTION OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING IN NORTH CAROLINA, 1890-1950
School: Duke University
Source: DAI-A 28/11, p.4573
Order No: AAC 6806895

Milgram, Grace Smelo
THE CITY EXPANDS, A STUDY OF THE CONVERSION OF LAND FROM RURAL TO URBAN USE, PHILADELPHIA, 1945-1962
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI-A 28/06, p.2362
Order No: AAC 6712781, available (419 pages)
Perry, Regenia Alfreda
THE LIFE AND WORKS OF CHARLES FREDERICK SCHWEINFURTH, CLEVELAND ARCHITECT, 1856-1919
School: Case Western Reserve University
Source: DAI 28/10A, p. 4067
Order No: AAC6715552, available (311 pages)

Peterson, Jon Alvah
THE ORIGINS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE CITY PLANNING IDEAL IN THE UNITED STATES, 1840-1911
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1967
Order No: none, not available

Rodgers, Ava Darcy
THE HOUSING OF OGLETHORPE COUNTY, GEORGIA: 1790-1860
School: Florida State University
Source: DAI-B 28/12, p. 5100
Order No: AAC 6807798, available (340 pages)

Bernstein, Gerald Steven
IN PURSUIT OF THE EXOTIC: ISLAMIC FORMS IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 29/10A, p. 3543
Order No: AAC6905609, available (238 pages)

Chappell, Sally Anderson
BARRY BYRNE: ARCHITECTURE AND WRITINGS
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 29/10A, p. 3543
Order No: AAC6906902, available (346 pages)
Dehoney, Martyvonne
A RESOURCE GUIDE TO ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN NEW JERSEY FROM PRE-COLUMBIAN TIMES TO THE CIVIL WAR
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 30/01A, p.231
Order No: AAC6910537, available (476 pages)

Fields, Ronald Milburn
FOUR CONCEPTS OF AN ORGANIC PRINCIPLE: HORATIO GREENOUGH, HENRY DAVID THOREAU, WALT WHITMAN, AND LOUIS SULLIVAN
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 29/211A, p.3929
Order No: AAC6905092, available (216 pages)

Rankell, Judith Novack
A STUDY OF AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE IN THE COMBINED FORMS OF CONTEMPORARY CHURCH ART AND RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE IN THE UNITED STATES
School: New York University
Source: DAI-A 30/02, p.636
Order No: AAC6911768, available

Ryan, Garry David
WAR DEPARTMENT TOPOGRAPHICAL BUREAU, 1831-1863, AN ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY
School: American University
Source: DAI-A 29/04, p.1198
Order No: AAC68145572, available (364 pages)

Sellers, Mary Josephine
THE ROLE OF THE FINE ARTS IN THE CULTUR OF SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCHES
School: Syracuse University
Source: DAI-A 29/11, p.3920
Order No: AAC 6907775, available (349 pages)
1968 - continued:

Twombly, Robert Charles
THE LIFE AND IDEAS OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
School: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Source: DAI 29/08A, p.2660
Order No: AAC6814031, available (414 pages)

1969

Anderson, Philip James
THE SIMPLE BUILDERS: THE SHAKERS, THEIR VILLAGES AND ARCHITECTURE
School: Saint Louis University
Source: DAI 30/08A, p.3385
Order No: AAC7001840, available (367 pages)

Baumann, Charles Henry
THE INFLUENCE OF ANGUS SNEAD MACDONALD AND THE SNEAD BOOKSTACK ON LIBRARY ARCHITECTURE
School: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI-A 30/07, p.2920
Order No: AAC 7000787, available (374 pages)

Cutler, John Baker
GIRARD COLLEGE ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION, 1832-1848
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 30/09A, p.3878
Order No: AAC7002719, available (564 pages)

Fein, Albert
FREDERICK LAW OLMS TED: HIS DEVELOPMENT AS A THEORIST AND DESIG NER OF THE AMERICAN CITY
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI-A 33/01, p.238
Order No: AAC 7219055, available (376 pages)

Glassie, Henry Haywood, III
PATTERN IN THE MATERIAL FOLK CULTURE OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 31/04A, p.1711
Order No: AAC7007800, available (401 pages)
Holden, Wheaton, Arnold
ROBERT SWAIN PEABODY OF PEABODY AND STEARNS IN BOSTON: THE EARLY YEARS (1870-1886)
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 30/05A, p. 1934
Order No: AAC6918776, available (417 pages)

Koeper, Howard Frederick
THE GOTHIC SKYSCRAPER: A HISTORY OF THE WOOLWORTH BUILDING AND ITS ANTECEDENTS
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1969, publication no. AAC0220537
restricted

Reckmeyer, William George
THE DIDACTIC FUNCTION OF A WORK OF ARCHITECTURE AS AN ART IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 30/06A, p.2438
Order No: AAC6919873, available (179 pages)

Rothblatt, Donald Noah
APPALACHIA: AN EXPERIMENT IN REGIONAL PLANNING
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1969
Order No: none, not available

Sprague, Paul Edward
THE ARCHITECTURAL ORNAMENT OF LOUIS SULLIVAN AND HIS CHIEF DRAFSTSMEN
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 30/03A, p.1091
Order No: AAC6914436, available (490 pages)
1969 - continued:

Tarr, Gary
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE EARLY WESTERN CHALUKYAS
School: University of California, Los Angeles
Source: DAI-A 31/03, p.1165
Order No: AAC 7015948, available (548 pages)

Weismantel, William Louis
COLLISION OF URBAN RENEWAL WITH ZONING: THE BOSTON EXPERIENCE 1950-1967
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1969
Order No: none, not available

1970

Doherty, Richard Paul
THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF CHICAGO-O’HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
School: Ball State University
Source: DAI 31/10A, p.5314
Order No: AAC7109048, available (446 pages)

Ford, Larry Royden
THE SKYSCRAPER: URBAN SYMBOLISM AND CITY STRUCTURE
School: University of Oregon
Source: DAI 31/10B, p.6055
Order No: AAC7110720, available (229 pages)

Goeldner, Paul Kenneth
TEMPLES OF JUSTICE: NINETEENTH-CENTURY COUNTY COURTHOUSES IN THE MIDWEST AND TEXAS
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 31/09A, p.4649
Order No: AAC7106179, available (544 pages)

Lubitz, Edward
THE TENEMENT PROBLEM IN NEW YORK CITY AND THE MOVEMENT FOR ITS REFORM, 1856-1867
School: New York University
Source: DAI 31/12A, p.6520
Order No: AAC7115410, available (601 pages)
1970 - continued:

Reiff, Daniel Drake
ARCHITECTURE IN WASHINGTON, 1791-1861 (DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA)
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1970, publication no. AACO216435
restricted

Tolles, Bryant Franklin, Jr.
COLLEGE ARCHITECTURE IN NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND BEFORE 1860: A SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY
School: Harvard University
Source: DAI 31/05A, p.2326
Order No: AAC7022390, available (462 pages)

1971

Bridgeman, Frieda Estes
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A THEATRE CONCEPT AS REFLECTED IN THE THEATRICAL ARCHITECTURE OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
School: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Source: DAI 32/10A, p.5926
Order No: AAC7202620, available (476 pages)

Crocker, Leslie Frank
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF THE MIDDLE SOUTH
School: University of Missouri, Columbia
Source: DAI 32/05A, p.2574
Order No: AAC7130639, available (299 pages)

Flynn, Elisabeth Louis
GIDEON SHRYOCK, 1802-1880: GREEK REVIVAL ARCHITECT IN KENTUCKY
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 32/06A, p.3179
Order No: AAC7130800, available (456 pages)

Foster, Mark Stewart
THE DECENTRALIZATION OF LOS ANGELES DURING THE 1920'S
School: University of Southern California
Source: DAI-A 32/08, p.4524
Order No: AAC 7206052, available (308 pages)
Friary, Donald Richard  
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE ANGLICAN CHURCH IN THE NORTHERN AMERICAN COLONIES: A STUDY OF RELIGIOUS, SOCIAL AND SCULPTURAL EXPRESSION  
School: University of Pennsylvania  
Source: DAI 32/04A, p.2026  
Order No: AAC7126010, available (1,237 pages)

Garr, Daniel J.  
HISPANIC COLONIAL SETTLEMENT IN CALIFORNIA: PLANNING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT ON THE FRONTIER, 1769-1850  
School: Cornell University  
Source: DAI-A 32/11, p.6577  
Order No: AAC 7213155, available (396 pages)

Glass, Joseph William  
THE PENNSYLVANIA CULTURE REGION: A GEOGRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF BARNS AND FARMHOUSES  
School: Pennsylvania State University  
Source: DAI 32/09B, p.5244  
Order No: AAC7209465, available (309 pages)

Hines, Thomas Spight, Jr.  
DANIEL HUDSON BURNHAM: A STUDY IN CULTURAL LEADERSHIP  
School: University of Wisconsin, Madison  
Source: DAI 32/01A, p.359  
Order No: AAC7114143, available (728 pages)

Kantor, Harvey A.  
MODERN URBAN PLANNING IN NEW YORK CITY: ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION, 1890-1933  
School: New York University  
Source: DAI-A 32/07, p.3923  
Order no. AAC7203088, available (466 pages)
Kelso, William Martin
CAPTAIN JONES WORMSLOW: A HISTORICAL, ARCHAEOLOGICAL, AND
ARCHITECTURAL STUDY OF AN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY PLANTATION
SITE NEAR SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
School: Emory University
Source: DAI 32/07a, p.3900
Order No: AAC7203035, available

Kies, Emily Bardack
Title: THE CITY AND THE MACHINE: URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION
IN AMERICA
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI-A 33/04, p.1615
Order No: AAC 7219132, available (290 pages)

Michaels, Eileen Manning
A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY OF THE DRAWINGS PUBLISHED IN AMERICAN
ARCHITECT AND IN INLAND ARCHITECT THROUGH 1895
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 32/10A, p.5688
Order No: AAC7122274, available (434 pages)

Morgan, William Davis
THE ARCHITECTURE OF HENRY VAUGHAN
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI 32/11A, p.6313
Order No: AAC7214472, available (214 pages)

Simutis, Leonard Joseph
FREDERICK LAW OLMS TED'S LATER YEARS: LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND
THE SPIRIT OF PLACE
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 33/03A, p.1130
Order No: AAC7205620, available (250 pages)
1971 - continued:

Stoddard, Richard Foster  
THE ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY OF BOSTON THEATRES, 1794-1854  
School: Yale University  
Source: DAI-A 32/06, p.3473  
Order No: AAC 71731017, available (323 pages)

Voss, Jerrold Richard  
TOWN PLANNING OF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD  
School: Harvard University  
Source: ADD X1971  
Order No: none, not available

Williams, William Henry  
THE PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL, 1751-1801: AN INTERNAL EXAMINATION OF ANGLO-AMERICA'S FIRST HOSPITAL  
School: University of Delaware  
Source: DAI 32/11A, p.6360  
Order No: AAC7214517, available (402 pages)

1972

Bryan, John Morrill  
BOSTON'S GRANITE ARCHITECTURE, C. 1810-1860  
School: Boston University  
Source: DAI 33/04A, p.1612  
Order No: AAC7225249, available (183 pages)

Culver, David M.  
TENEMENT HOUSE REFORM IN BOSTON, 1846-1898  
School: Boston University  
Source: DAI 33/04A, p.1632  
Order No: AAC7225258, available (318 pages)

Fuller, George Robert  
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE AND THE MEDIA FOR ITS ENRICHMENT  
School: Ohio University  
Source: DAI-A 33/11, p.6254  
Order No: AAC 7312630, available (273 pages)
Johnson, Leland Ross
A HISTORY OF THE OPERATIONS OF THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS, UNITED STATES ARMY, IN THE CUMBERLAND AND TENNESSEE RIVER VALLEYS
School: Vanderbilt University
Source: DAI 33/04A, p.1648
Order No: AAC7226109, available (365 pages)

Knowles, Jane Boyle
LUXURY HOTELS IN AMERICAN CITIES, 1810-1860
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 33/12A, p.6843
Order No: AAC7313425, available (359 pages)

Kowsky, Francis Rudy
FREDERICK CLARKE WITHERS, 1828-1901
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: DAI 36/11A, p.7019
Order No: AAC7611214, available (400 pages)

Lockhart, Wood Alexander
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN: A NEW ARCHITECTURAL PROBLEM
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI-A 33/10, p.5634
Order No: AAC 7310253, available (408 pages)

Morgan, William Towner
THE POLITICS OF BUSINESS IN THE CAREER OF AN AMERICAN ARCHITECT: CASS GILBERT, 1878-1905
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 33/05A, p.2265
Order No: AAC7227860, available (228 pages)

Moss, Roger William, Jr.
MASTER BUILDERS: A HISTORY OF THE COLONIAL PHILADELPHIA BUILDING TRADES
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI 33/06A, p.2841
Order No: AAC7232008, available (255 pages)
Radford, Evelyn Emerald Morris
THE GENIUS AND THE COUNTY BUILDING: HOW FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT CAME TO MARIN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, AND GLORIFIED SAN RAFAEL
School: University of Hawaii
Source: DAI 33/09A, p.5256
Order No: AAC7305267, available (243 pages)

Rubin, Sharon Goldman
ALFONSO IANNELLI: THE CAREER OF AN ARTIST IN THE AMERICAN SOCIAL CONTEXT, 1906-1965
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI-A 33/11, p.6256
Order No: AAC 7310627, available (321 pages)

Sande, Theodore Anton
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE RHODE ISLAND TEXTILE INDUSTRY, 1790-1860
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI-A 33/07, p.3503
Order No: AAC 7301442, available (318 pages)

Wilson, Richard Guy
CHARLES F. MCKIM AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN RENAISSANCE: A STUDY IN ARCHITECTURE AND CULTURE
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 33/11A, p.6258
Order No: AAC7311300, available (672 pages)

Andrew, Laurel Brana Blank
THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY TEMPLE ARCHITECTURE OF THE LATTER-DAY-SAINTS
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI-A 34/08, p.5027
Order No: AAC 7403567, available (387 pages)
Craig, Robert Michael
MAYBECK AT PRINCIPIA: A STUDY OF AN ARCHITECT-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI-A 34/10, p.6541
Order No: unknown, available (787 pages)

Dull, Elizabeth Helsing
THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF OAK PARK, ILLINOIS: 1900-1930
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 34/09A, p.5833
Order No: AAC7407735, available (266 pages)

Engelbrecht, Lloyd
THE ASSOCIATION OF ARTS AND INDUSTRIES: THE BACKGROUND AND ORIGINS OF THE BAUHAUS MOVEMENT IN CHICAGO
School: University of Chicago
Source: ADD X1973
Order No: AAC0278072, restricted

Goss, Peter L.
AN INVESTIGATION OF 'OLANA,' THE HOME OF FREDERICK EDWIN CHURCH, PAINTER
School: Ohio University
Source: DAI-A 34/10, p.6541
Order No: AAC 7407639, available (273 pages)

Griffith, James Seavey
THE CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS ARCHITECTURE OF THE PAPAGO RESERVATION, ARIZONA
School: University of Arizona
Source: DAI 34/08B, p.3605
Order No: AAC7402002, available (376 pages)

Kihlstedt, Folke Tyko
FORMAL AND STRUCTURAL INNOVATIONS IN AMERICAN EXPOSITION ARCHITECTURE: 1901-1939
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 34/06A, p.3263
Order No: AAC7330631, available (640 pages)
Lehmann, Arthur Campbell
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ARCHITECTURE
School: Indiana University
Source: DAI 34/09B, p.4174
Order No: AAC7407011, available (165 pages)

McCready, Eric Scott
THE NEBRASKA STATE CAPITOL: ITS DESIGN, BACKGROUND, AND INFLUENCE
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI-A, 34/10, p.6543
Order No: unknown, available (266 pages)

Niebling, Howard Vincent
MODERN BENEDICTINE CHURCHES: MONASTIC CHURCHES ERECTED BY AMERICAN BENEDICTINES SINCE WORLD WAR II
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI-A 37/01, p.6
Order No: AAC 7615881, available (585 pages)

Ohman, Marian Morris
LATITUDINARIANISM: AN ARCHITECTURAL THEORY AND ITS APPLICATION IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA FROM 1840 TO 1895
School: University of Missouri - Columbia
Source: DAI-A 35/02, p.970
Order No: AAC 7418608, available (350 pages)

Prestiano, Robert Vincent
"THE INLAND ARCHITECT": A STUDY OF THE CONTENTS, INFLUENCE, AND SIGNIFICANCE OF CHICAGO'S MAJOR, LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY ARCHITECTURAL PERIODICAL
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 34/09A, p.5835
Order, No: AAC7407802, available (603 pages)

Roth, Leland Martin
THE URBAN ARCHITECTURE OF MCKIM, MEAD AND WHITE: 1870-1910
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 34/06A, p.3265
Order No: AAC7329243, available (1,146 pages)
1973 - continued:

Stewart, Ian Robert
CENTRAL PARK 1851-1871: URBANIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING IN NEW YORK CITY
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI-A 34/11, p.7169
Order No: AAC 7410211, available (379 pages)

1974

Field, Cynthia R.
THE CITY PLANNING OF DANIEL HUDSON BURNHAM
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 35/12A, p.7804
Order No: AAC7507494, available (557 pages)

Fishman, Robert Lawrence
IDEAL CITIES: THE SOCIAL THOUGHT OF EBENEZER HOWARD, FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND LE CORBUSIER
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1974, publication no. AAC286646
restricted

Henry, Jay Charles
AN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF COLUMBUS, OHIO: 1800-1920
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: ADD X1975
Order No: AAC0291390, restricted

Lehman, Arnold L.
THE NEW YORK SKYSCRAPER: A HISTORY OF ITS DEVELOPMENT, 1870-1939
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 35/07A, p.3970
Order No: AAC7501378, available (738 pages)

Magden, Norman Eugene
J. MILTON DYER, ARCHITECT
School: Case Western Reserve University
Source: DAI 35/12A, p.7465
Order No: AAC7505072, available (327 pages)
1974 - continued:

Mendcal, Narcisco Garcia
LOUIS SULLIVAN: HIS THEORY, MATURE DEVELOPMENT, AND THEME
School: University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI 35/11A, p.7194
Order No: AAC7511538, available (362 pages)

Quinan, John Francis, Jr.
THE ARCHITECTURAL STYLE OF ASHER BENJAMIN, A STUDY OF
PROVINCIALISM
School: Brown University
Source: DAI 42/06A, p.2339
Order No: AAC8123461, available (611 pages)

Raiford, Norman Gasque
SOUTH CAROLINA AND THE ISSUE OF INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT, 1775-1860
School: University of Virginia
Source: DAI-A 35/08, p.5266
Order No: AAC 7504692, available (291 pages)

Rhoads, William Bertolet
THE COLONIAL REVIVAL
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 36/04A, p.1873
Order No: AAC7523234, available (1,063 pages)

Roberson, Samuel Arndt
THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY LANDSCAPE GARDEN
MOVEMENT IN AMERICA
School: Yale University
Source: DAI-A 35/05, p.2864
Order No: AAC 7425775, available (163 pages)

Scholl, Walter Otto
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT - PABLO PICASSO - ARNOLD Schoenberg: SIGNPOSTS
OF A NEW CIVILIZATIONAL CONTEXT
School: Ohio University
Source: DAI 35/11A, p.7196
Order No: AAC7503560, available (192 pages)
1974 - continued:

Silvergold, Barbara Kornfeld
RICHARD MORRIS HUNT AND THE IMPORTATION OF BEAUX-ARTS ARCHITECTURE TO THE UNITED STATES
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: ADD X1975
Order No: AAC0291555, restricted

Smith, Mary Ann Clegg
THE COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE OF JOHN BUTLER SNOOK
School: Pennsylvania State University
Source: DAI-A 35/06, p.3598
Order No: none, (387 pages)

Weinberg, Nathan Gerald
HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND TRADITION IN CALIFORNIA: THE RESTORATION OF THE MISSIONS AND THE SPANISH COLONIAL REVIVAL
School: University of California, Davis
Source: DAI 35/04A, p.2411
Order No: AAC7421639, available (236 pages)

Zangrando, Joanna Schneider
MONUMENTAL BRIDGE DESIGN IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AS A REFLECTION OF AMERICAN CULTURE, 1886 - 1932
School: George Washington University
Source: DAI 35/04A, p.2206
Order No: AAC7422268, available (583 pages)
Bantens, Robert James  
**EUGENE CARRIERE - HIS WORK AND HIS INFLUENCE**  
School: Pennsylvania State University  
Source: DAI-A 37/02, p.664  
Order No: AAC 7618400, available, 375 pages

Berman, Greta  
**THE LOST YEARS: MURAL PAINTING IN NEW YORK CITY UNDER THE WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION'S FEDERAL ART PROJECT, 1935-1943**  
School: Columbia University  
Source: DAI 36/06A, p.3174  
Order No: AAC7527379, available (437 pages)

Bonwell, Charles Clifton  
**TECHNOLOGY AND THE TERMINAL: ST. LOUIS'S LAMBERT FIELD, 1925-1974**  
School: Kansas State University  
Source: DAI 42/04A, p.1746  
Order No: AAC8122010, available (218 pages)

Caldwell, Joan Garcia  
**ITALIANATE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN NEW ORLEANS 1850-1880**  
School: Tulane University  
Source: DAI 36/04A, p. 1870  
Order No: AAC7523268, available (544 pages)

Campbell, Betty Jean  
**THE BUILDINGS OF SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA, 1766-1856**  
School: Florida State University  
Source: DAI 36/12A, p. 7693  
Order No: AAC7613801, available (351 pages)

Castiello, Kathleen Raben  
**THE ITALIAN SCULPTORS OF THE UNITED STATES CAPITOL: 1806-1834**  
School: University of Michigan  
Source: DAI 36/10A, p.6346  
Order No: AAC7609362, available (196 pages)
Darnall, Margaretta Jean
FROM THE CHICAGO FAIR TO WALTER GROPIUS: CHANGING IDEALS IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 36/09A, p. 5603
Order No: AAC7605922, available (183 pages)

Erskine, Robert Henry
THE ROW HOUSE AS AN INDEPENDENT SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 36/10A, p. 6343
Order No: AAC7609314, available (189 pages)

Floyd, Margaret Henderson
A TERRA COTTA CORNERSTONE FOR COPLEY SQUARE: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON, BY STURGIS AND BRIGHAM (1870-1876), IN THE CONTEXT OF ITS ENGLISH TECHNOLOGICAL AND STYLISTIC ORIGINS
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 35/03A, p. 1571
Order No: AAC7420385, available (226 pages)

Garner, John Sturdy
THE MODEL COMPANY TOWN IN NEW ENGLAND: A STUDY OF HOPEDALE AND THE NEW TOWN TRADITION
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 35/06A, p. 3596
Order No: AAC7426457, available (333 pages)

Gilmore, Janice Haynes
THE GEORGIA HISTORICAL COMMISSION: ITS HISTORY AND ITS ROLE IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION
School: University of Georgia
Source: DAI 36/12A, p. 7694
Order No: AAC 7613955, available (396 pages)
1975 - continued:

Hirsch, Louella Elizabeth Edwards
RALPH ADAMS CRAM: THE GOTHIC QUEST IN AMERICA
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI, 36/06A, p. 3983
Order No: AAC7527157, available (314 pages)

Ivers, Louise Harris
THE ARCHITECTURE OF LAS VEGAN, NEW MEXICO
School: University of New Mexico
Source: ADD X1975
Order No: AAC0294251, restricted

Kehler, Joel Raymond
A HOUSE DIVIDED: DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AS AMERICAN ROMANTIC SUBJECT AND SYMBOL
School: Lehigh University
Source: DAI 36/05A, p. 2823
Order No: AAC7523995, available (329 pages)

Lee, Antoinette Josephine
THE RISE OF THE CAST IRON DISTRICT IN PHILADELPHIA
School: George Washington University
Source: DAI 36/03A, p. 1133
Order No: AAC7518068, available (310 pages)

Milne, David Alvin
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL THEORY IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE: A STUDY OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND LE CORBUSIER
School: University of Toronto
Source: DAI 37/10A, p. 6725
Order No: AAC0510004, restricted

Poppeliers, John Charles
HISTORIOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE
School: Catholic University of America
Order No: DAI 37/02A, p. 1138
Order No: AAC7606037, available (279 pages)
Radde, Bruce F.  
ESTHETIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS OF SKYSCRAPER DESIGN: 1880-1930  
School: University of California, Berkeley  
Source: ADD X1975  
Order No: AAC0291899, restricted

Ruggiero, Laurence Joseph  
THE CRITICAL RECEPTION OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN THE UNITED STATES  
School: University of Pennsylvania  
Source: DAI 36/05A, p.3050  
Order No: AAC7524121, available (118 pages)

Thomas, George Earl  
WILLIAM L. PRICE (1861-1916): BUILDER OF MEN AND OF BUILDINGS  
School: University of Pennsylvania  
Source: DAI 36/05A, p.2460  
Order No: AAC7524138, available (520 pages)

Tolzmann, Rainer Hanns  
OBJECTIVE ARCHITECTURE: AMERICAN INFLUENCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN GERMAN ARCHITECTURE  
School: University of Michigan  
Source: DAI 36/06A, p.3169  
Order No: AAC7529155, available (296 pages)

Vlach, John Michael  
SOURCES OF THE SHOTGUN HOUSE: AFRICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTECEDENTS FOR AFRO-AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE (VOLUMES I AND II)  
School: Indiana University  
Source: DAI 36/05A, p.3018  
Order No: AAC7523513, available (506 pages)
1975 - continued:

Zaitzevsky, Cynthia Ridgway  
FREDERICK LAW OLMS TED AND THE BOSTON PARK SYSTEM  
School: Harvard University  
Source: ADD X1975  
Order No: AAC0295541, restricted

1976

Blake, Curtis Channing  
THE ARCHITECTURE OF CARRERE AND HASTINGS  
School: Columbia University  
Source: DAI 37/06A, p.3231  
Order No: AAC7629314, available (575 pages)

Bruegmann, Robert  
ARCHITECTURE OF THE HOSPITAL: 1770-1870, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY  
School: University of Pennsylvania  
Source: DAI 37/04A, p.1843  
Order No: AAC7622661, available (444 pages)

Candee, Richard  
WOODEN BUILDINGS IN EARLY MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE: A TECHNOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY, 1600-1720  
School: University of Pennsylvania  
Source: DAI 37/04A, p.2267  
Order No: AAC7622664, available (454 pages)

Cohen, Amy Elizabeth  
THE ARCHITECTURE OF CONVENTION HOTELS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1940-1976  
School: Boston University  
Source: DAI 37/83A, p.1269  
Order No: AAC7621274, available (389 pages)

DeLong, David Gilson  
School: Columbia University  
Source: DAI 39/05A, p.2593  
Order No: AAC7819328, available (946 pages)
Elliott, Thomas Ralph
HISTORY IN ART: AMERICAN HISTORICAL FICTION, 1897-1904, AND ITS RELATION TO ECLECTIC ARCHITECTURE
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 37/02A, p.1055
Order No: AAC7619126, available (273 pages)

Gibbs, Kenneth Tumey
BUSINESS ARCHITECTURAL IMAGERY: THE IMPACT OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CHANGES ON TALL OFFICE BUILDINGS, 1870-1930
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 37/10A, p.6111
Order: AAC7708425, available (304 pages)

Homolka, Larry Joseph
HENRY HOBSON RICHARDSON AND THE "AMES MEMORIAL BUILDINGS"
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1977
Order No: AAC0322399, restricted

Jones, Robert Allen
CASS GILBERT, MIDWESTERN ARCHITECT IN NEW YORK
School: Case Western Reserve University
Source: DAI 38/01A, p.1
Order No: AAC7712007, available (211 pages)

Maddox, Vivienne Dawn
THE EFFECT OF THE ERIE CANAL ON BUILDING AND PLANNING IN SYRACUSE, PELMYRA, ROCHESTER, AND LOCKPORT, NEW YORK
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 37/02A, p.661
Order No: AAC7618165, available (449 pages)
1976 - continued:

Marshall, Howard Wight
THE CONCEPT OF FOLK REGION IN MISSOURI: THE CASE OF LITTLE DIXIE
School: Indiana University
Source: DAI 37/08A, p.5269
Order No: AAC 7701918, available (232 pages)

Sorensen, Gary Lynn
THE ARCHITECTURE OF GOLF
School: Texas A&M University
Source: DAI-A 36/12, p.7695
Order No: AAC 7612717, available, (38 pages)

Topitzer, Robert J.
VALUES ABOUT INDUSTRIALIZATION: THE CASE OF LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS, 1840-1860
School: University of New Hampshire
Source: DAI 38/01A, p.507
Order No: AAC 7714231, available (263 pages)

1977

Andrew, David Stevenson
LOUIS SULLIVAN AND THE PROBLEM OF MEANING IN ARCHITECTURE
School: Washington University
Source: DAI 38/04A, p.1705
Order No: AAC 7720993, available (263 pages)

Donoghue, John Cornelius
ALEXANDER JACKSON DAVIS, ROMANTIC ARCHITECT, 1803-1892
School: New York University
Source: DAI-A 38/10, p.6271
Order No: AAC 7803080, available (446 pages)
1977 - continued:

Eighmy, Jeffrey Lynn
MENNONITE ARCHITECTURE: DIACHRONIC EVIDENCE FOR RAPID DIFFUSION
IN RURAL COMMUNITIES
School: University of Arizona
Source: DAI 38/11A, p.6799
Order No: AAC7805672, available (231 pages)

Erdmann, Biruta
LEOPOLD EIDLITZ'S ARCHITECTURAL THEORIES AND AMERICAN
TRANSCENDENTALISM
School: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Source: DAI-A 38/12, p.6989
Order No: AAC 7804415, available (227 pages)

Herzog, Lynda Vestal
THE EARLY ARCHITECTURE OF NEW BERN, NORTH CAROLINA, 1750-1850
School: University of California, Los Angeles
Source: DAI 38/08A, p.4410
Order No: AAC7730919, available (529 pages)

Kinnard, Cynthia Doering
THE LIFE AND WORKS OF MARIANA GRISWOLD VAN RENSSELAER, AMERICAN
ART CRITIC
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: DAI-A 38/03, p.1074
Order No: AAC 7719595, available (348 pages)

Longstreth, Richard Washington
ARCHITECTS ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD: ERNEST COXHEAD AND WILLIS
POLK IN SAN FRANCISCO DURING THE 1890'S
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: ADD X1977
Order No: AAC0326657, restricted
Morris, Ellen Krathen
THE MID-VICTORIAN COMPETITION: STYLE, TYPE AND IMAGE IN
ARCHITECTURAL EVALUATION. EXPERIMENTS IN THE GENESIS OF TWO
MUSEUMS DURING THE 1850'S
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI-A 38/04, p.1706
Order No: AAC 7721469

Patterson, Eric Haines
THE MOST STATELY MANSIONS: AN ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AMONG THE AFFLUENT IN AMERICA IN THE
LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND A DISCUSSION OF THE MANNER IN
WHICH EDITH WHARTON, HENRY BLAKE FULLER, AND THEODORE
DRESER INTERPRETED THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF THE
AFFLUENT AS A SOCIAL ARTIFACT IN FICTION
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 39/03A, p.1680
Order No: AAC7816547, available (379 pages)

Pause, Michael
TEACHING THE DESIGN STUDIO, A CASE STUDY: MIT'S DEPARTMENT OF
ARCHITECTURE, 1865-1974
School: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Source: ADD X1977
Order No: AAC0326213, restricted

Sheridan, Genevieve Rose
THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
School: George Washington University
Source: DAI 38/09a, p. 5103
Order No: AAC7801101, available (226 pages)

Webster, Richard James
BUILDINGS AS ARTIFACTS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT: PHILADELPHIA
ARCHITECTURE, 1690-1940
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 38/11A, p.6362
Order No: AAC7806654, available (798 pages)
1977 - continued:

Weir, Jean Burwell
TIMBERLINE LODGE: A WPA EXPERIMENT IN ARCHITECTURE AND CRAFTS
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 38/11A, p.6363
Order No: AAC7804838, available (513 pages)

Wolner, Edward Wallace
DANIEL BURNHAM AND THE TRADITION OF THE CITY BUILDER IN CHICAGO: TECHNIQUE, AMBITION AND CITY PLANNING
School: New York University
Source: DAI 38/04A, p.2215
Order No: AAC7721336, available (343 pages)

1978

Bacon, Mardges
ERNEST FLAGG: BEAUX-ARTS ARCHITECT AND REFORMER
School: Brown University
Source: ADD X1978
Order No: AAC0327973, restricted

Bressan, Elizabeth Stetson
THE GENERATION OF A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION FROM FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S THEORY OF ORGANIC ARCHITECTURE
School: University of Southern California
Source: DAI 39/05A, p.2815
Order No: AAC0514843, restricted

Charernbhak, Wichit
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM AS REFLECTED IN PUBLICATIONS ON CHICAGO COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE IN THE 1880S AND 1890S
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 39/10A, p.5767
Order No: AAC7907044, available (335 pages)
1978 - continued:

Daniel, Ann Miner
THE EARLY ARCHITECTURE OF RALPH ADAMS CRAM, 1889-1902
School: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Source: DAI 39/07A, p.3883
Order No: AAC7900450, available (682 pages)

Garrett, Thomas Myers
A HISTORY OF PLEASURE GARDENS IN NEW YORK CITY, 1700-1865
School: New York University
Source: DAI 39/04A, p.1931
Order No: AAC7818134, available (674 pages)

Herman, Bernard Lania
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE: FOLK HOUSING ON VIRGINIA'S EASTERN SHORE
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 39/10A, p.6274
Order No: AAC7908745, available (430 pages)

Horton, Loren Nelson
TOWN PLANNING, GROWTH, AND ARCHITECTURE IN SELECTED MISSISSIPPI RIVER TOWNS OF IOWA, 1833-1860
School: University of Iowa
Source: DAI 39/06A, p.3775
Order No: AAC7822407, available (474 pages)

Landau, Sarah Bradbord
EDWARD T. AND WILLIAM A. POTTER: AMERICAN HIGH VICTORIAN ARCHITECTS, 1855-1901
School: New York University
Source: DAI 39/06A, p.3185
Order No: AAC7824245, available (670 pages)
1978 - continued:

Morgan, Keith Noble
THE ARCHITECTURE AND LANDSCAPES OF CHARLES A. PLATT (1861-1933)
School: Brown University
Source: DAI 39/10A, p.5768
Order No: AAC7906590, available (438 pages)

Risatti, Howard Anthony
AMERICAN CRITICAL REACTION TO EUROPEAN MODERNISM, 1908 TO 1917
School: University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI 39/01A, p. 3
Order No: AAC7811282, available (470 pages)

Sheets, Harold Frank, III
RALPH ADAMS CRAM, EXPATRIATE IN THE PAST
School: University of Texas, Austin
Source: DAI 39/11A, p.6841
Order No: AAC7911024, available (275 pages)

Weitze, Karen Jeanine
ORIGINS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE MISSION REVIVAL IN CALIFORNIA
School: Stanford University
Source: DAI 38/12A, p.6990
Order No: AAC7808864, available (475 pages)

Wood, Joseph Sutherland
THE ORIGIN OF THE NEW ENGLAND VILLAGE
School: Pennsylvania State University
Source: DAI 39/08A, p.5008
Order No: AAC7902674, available (355 pages)

Wright, Gwendolyn
MAKING THE MODEL HOME: DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND CULTURAL CONFLICTS IN CHICAGO, 1873-1913
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 40/01A, p.2
Order No: AAC7914818, available (518 pages)
1978 - continued:

Zygas, Kestutis Paul
THE SOURCES OF CONSTRUCTIVIST ARCHITECTURE: DESIGNS AND IMAGES 1917-1925
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 38/12A, p. 6991
Order No: AAC7809321, available (355 pages)

1979

Campbell, Douglas Gourley
TWENTIETH CENTURY CONCEPTS OF MONUMENTALITY: A STUDY OF MONUMENTALITY IN ARCHITECTURE AND THEATER
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 40/01A, p.1
Order No: AAC7915982, available (319 pages)

Derrick, Peter
THE DUAL SYSTEM OF RAPID TRANSIT: THE ROLE OF POLITICS AND CITY PLANNING IN THE SECOND STAGE OF SUBWAY CONSTRUCTION IN NEW YORK CITY, 1902 TO 1913
School: New York University
Source: DAI 40/11A, p.5976
Order: AAC8010337, available (664 pages)

Dinnerstein, Lois
OPULENCE AND OCULAR DELIGHT, SPLendor AND Squalor: CRITICAL WRITINGS IN ART AND ARCHITECTURE BY MARIANA GRISWOLD VAN RENsSELAER
School: City University of New York
Source: DAI-A 40/05, p.2313
Order No: AAC 7923719, available (527 pages)
1979 - continued:

Draper, Joan Elaine
THE SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC CENTER: ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING, AND POLITICS
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 40/07A, p. 3589
Order: AAC8000328, available (529 pages)

Ethridge, Harrison Mosley
THE BLACK ARCHITECTS OF WASHINGTON, D.C., 1900-PRESENT
School: Catholic University of America
Source: DAI 40/03A, p.1121
Order No: AAC7920540, available (166 pages)

Gardner, Deborah S.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF COMMERCIAL CAPITALISM: JOHN KELLUM AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW YORK, 1840-1875
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI - A 40/10, p.5558
Order No: AAC 8008726, available (573 pages)

Hamilton, Charles Mark
THE SALT LAKE TEMPLE: AN ARCHITECTURAL MONOGRAPH
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 40/01A, p.1
Order No: AAC7915982, available (228 pages)

Hennessey, William John
THE ARCHITECTURAL WORKS OF HENRY VAN BRUNT
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 40/01A, p. 5
Order No: AAC7916417, available (504 pages)

Holmes, Viviana Nigro
ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK OF COLONIAL AND TERRITORIAL NEW MEXICO
School: University of New Mexico
Source: DAI 40/04A, p.1724
Order No: AAC7922868, available (410 pages)
1979 - continued:

Lanmon, Ann Lorraine Welling
THE ROLE OF WILLIAM E. LESCAZE IN THE INTRODUCTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL STYLE TO THE UNITED STATES
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI 40/04A, p.1724
Order No: AAC7921834, available (567 pages)

Lockard, William Edward, Jr.
ZONING AND RESTORATION ACTIVITY IN HISTORIC DISTRICTS: CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA: A CASE STUDY
School: Georgia State University
Source: DAI 40/04A, p.2304
Order No: AAC7921908, available (177 pages)

Lukens, Richard Walter
THE CHANGING ROLE OF DRAWING AND RENDERING IN ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 40/10A, p.5221
Order No: AAC8009436, available (481 pages)

Orr-Cahall, Anona Christina
AN IDENTIFICATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATIVE ARTS OF ADDISON MIZNER (1872-1933)
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 40/06A, p.2946
Order No: AAC7926862, available (338 pages)

Oszuscik, Philippe
A HISTORY OF THE ARCHITECTURE AND URBANIZATION OF NINETEENTH CENTURY DAVENPORT, IOWA
School: University of Iowa
Source: DAI 40/05a, p.2307
Order No: AAC7924514, available (809 pages)
1979 - continued:

Schuyler, David Paul
PUBLIC LANDSCAPES AND AMERICAN URBAN CULTURE 1800-1870: RURAL CEMETERIES, CITY PARKS, AND SUBURBS
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 40/11A, p.5982
Order No: AAC8009699, available (313 pages)

Taft, Lisa Louise Factor
HERMAN CARL MUELLER (1854-1941), INNOVATOR IN THE FIELD OF ARCHITECTURAL CERAMICS
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 40/01A, p.9
Order No: AAC7916032, available (210 pages)
Cohen, Marilyn Sara
AMERICAN CIVILIZATION IN THREE DIMENSIONS: THE EVOLUTION OF THE MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND TECHNOLOGY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
School: George Washington University
Source: DAI 41/08A, p.3635
Order No: AAC8101476, available (357 pages)

Garvey, Timothy Joseph
LEE O. LAWRIE; CLASSICISM AND AMERICAN CULTURE, 1919-1954
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 41/07A, p. 2805
Order No: AAC8106221, available (352 pages)

Grossman, Elizabeth Greenwell
PAUL PHILIPPE CRET: RATIONALISM AND IMAGERY IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE
School: Brown University
Source: DAI 42/02A, p.429
Order No: AAC811617, available (412 pages)

Hallmark, Donald Parker
CHICAGO SCULPTOR RICHARD W. BOCK: SOCIAL AND ARTISTIC DEMANDS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY [frequent collaborator with Frank Lloyd Wright]
School: Saint Louis University
Source: DAI 41/07A, p. 2806
Order No: AAC8101257, available (455 pages)

Herzog, Charlotte Kopac
THE MOTION PICTURE THEATER AND FILM EXHIBITION, 1910-1930
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 41/06A, p.2329
Order No: AAC8026823, available (466 pages)
1980 - continued:

Jucha, Robert John
THE ANATOMY OF A STREETCAR SUBURB: A DEVELOPMENT AND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF PITTSBURGH’S SHADYSIDE DISTRICT, 1860-1920
School: George Washington University
Source: DAI 41/06A, p. 2663
Order No: AAC8023856, available (425 pages)

Keebler, Patricia Lawson Heintzelman
THE LIFE AND WORK OF FRANK MILES DAY
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI 41/03A, p. 833
Order No: AAC8019938, available (505 pages)

Krim, Arthur James
IMAGERY IN SEARCH OF A CITY: THE GEOSPHERY OF LOS ANGELES, 1821-1971
School: Clark University
Source: DAI-A 40/12, p. 6423
Order No: AAC 8011737, available (362 pages)

Levy, Richard Michael
THE PROFESSIONALIZATION OF AMERICAN ARCHITECTS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS, 1865-1917
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI-A 41/07, p. 3218
Order No: AAC 8029465, available (441 pages)

Martin, Charles Edward
HOLLYBUSH: THE ECLIPSE OF THE TRADITIONAL BUILDING SYSTEM IN A MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY, AN ARCHITECTURAL AND ORAL HISTORY (KENTUCKY)
School: Indiana University
Source: DAI 41/06A, p. 2718
Order No: AAC8029243, available (443 pages)
Michaelis, Patricia Ann
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PASSENGER SERVICE ON COMMERCIAL AIRLINES, 1926-1930 [airport terminals]
School: University of Kansas
Source: DAI 41/12A, p.5222
Order No: AAC8111745, available (323 pages)

Pierce, Patricia Dawes
DECIPHERING EGYPT: FOUR STUDIES IN THE AMERICAN SUBLIME [Washington Monument]
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 41/05A, p.2184
Order No: AAC8025324, available (189 pages)

Rasmussen, William Meade S.
SABINE HALL: A CLASSICAL VILLA IN VIRGINIA
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI 40/12A, p. 6049
Order No: AAC8013239, available (364 pages)

Rydell, Robert William, II
ALL THE WORLD'S A FAIR: AMERICA'S INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITIONS, 1876-1916
School: University of California, Los Angeles
Source: DAI 41/08A, p.3696
Order No: AAC8102872, available (516 pages)

Schimmelman, Janice Gayle
THE SPIRIT OF GOTHIC: THE GOTHIC REVIVAL HOUSE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 41/07A, p. 3766
Order No: AAC8106221, available (352 pages)
1980 - continued:

Spera, Elizabeth Gray Kogen
BUILDING FOR BUSINESS: THE IMPACT OF COMMERCE ON THE CITY PLAN
AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, 1750-1800
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 41/10A, p.4432
Order No: AAC8107804, available (264 pages)

Thompson, Joann Marie
THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION, BUFFALO,
NEW YORK, 1901
School: Rutgers the State University of New Jersey
Source: DAI 41/09A, p.3766
Order No: AAC8105058, available (622 pages)

Toner, Marijo Crimont
ARCHITECT AND THEATRE: RALPH RAPSON
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 41/11A, p.4545
Order No: AAC8109517, available (472 pages)

Upton, Dell Thayer
EARLY VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE IN SOUTHEASTERN VIRGINIA
School: Brown University
Source: DAI 41/12A, p.4863
Order No: AAC8111189, available (624 pages)

Walton, Thomas Michael
THE 1901 MCMILLAN COMMISSION: BEAUX ARTS PLAN FOR THE NATION'S
CAPITOL
School: Catholic University of America
Source: DAI 41/02A, p.438
Order No: AAC8017857, available (245 pages)
Blackmar, Elizabeth Strother
HOUSING AND PROPERTY RELATIONS IN NEW YORK CITY 1785-1850
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1981
Order No: AAC0354911, restricted

Bonham, Robert John
SOME COMMON AESTHETIC TENDENCIES MANIFESTED IN EXAMPLES OF PIONEER AMERICAN CABINS AND OLD HARP MUSIC AND IN SELECTED WORKS OF H.H. RICHARDSON AND CHARLES E. IVES
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 42/06A, p. 2336
Order No: AAC8126049, available (381 pages)

Curry, David Park
REPLICATION, PATTERN AND SYMBOLIC FORM: THE CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL IN THE CONTEXT OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY PUBLIC DESIGN
School: Yale University
Source: ADD X1981
Order No: AAC0358951, restricted

Dowling, Elizabeth Meredith
ORNAMENT AND THE MACHINE IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE IN THE LATE NINETEENTH AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURIES
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 42/11A, p.4625
Order No: AAC8207950, available (200 pages)

Elson, Beverly Lynn
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS: A MERGER OF AMERICAN FUNCTIONALISM AND COSMOPOLITAN ECLECTICISM
School: University of Maryland, College Park
Source: DAI 43/01A, p.1
Order No: unknown, available (448 pages)
1981 - continued:

Hahn, Thomas Frederick
THE INDUSTRIAL ARCHEOLOGY OF THE SHEPHERDSTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA SITE AS A CASE STUDY OF THE NATURAL CEMENT INDUSTRY OF THE UPPER POTOMAC VALLEY
School: West Virginia University
Source: DAI 42/07A, p.3278
Order No: AAC8127795, available (207 pages)

Kindred, Marilyn Anne
THE ARMY OFFICER CORPS AND THE ARTS: ARTISTIC PATRONAGE AND PRACTICE IN AMERICA, 1820-85
School: University of Kansas
Source: DAI 42/04A, p.1696
Order No: AAC8122214, available (263 pages)

Koprince, Susan Jean Fehrenbacher
THE FICTIONAL HOUSES OF EDITH WHARTON
School: University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI 42/06A, p.2677
Order No: AAC8127623, available (210 pages)

Levy, Richard Michael
THE PROFESSIONALIZATION OF AMERICAN ARCHITECTS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS, 1865-1917
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI-A 41/07, p.3218
Order No: AAC 8029465, available (441 pages)

Linden, Blanche M.G.
School: Harvard University
Source: ADD X1981
Order No: AAC0354678, restricted
1981 - continued:

McMurry, Sally Ann
AMERICAN FARM FAMILIES AND THEIR HOUSES: VERNACULAR DESIGN AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN THE RURAL NORTH, 1830-1900
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 45/02A, p.610
Order No: AAC8407421, available (381 pages)

Prendergast, Norma
THE SENSE OF HOME: NINETEENTH-CENTURY DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURAL REFORM
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 42/04A, p. 1356
Order No: AAC8119501, available (150 pages)

Prudon, Theodore Henricus Maria
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA AND CERAMIC VENEER IN THE UNITED STATES PRIOR TO WORLD WAR II: A HISTORY OF ITS DEVELOPMENT AND AN ANALYSIS OF ITS DETERIORATION PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE REPAIR METHODOLOGIES
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 44/10A, p.2909
Order No: AAC8327279, available (375 pages)

Schaffer, Daniel
GARDEN CITIES FOR AMERICA: THE RADBURN EXPERIENCE
School: Rutgers The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick
Source: DAI-A 42/01, p.348
Order No: AAC 8115230, available (302 pages)

Senie, Harriet Freitag
STUDIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN SCULPTURE: 1950-1975
School: New York University
Source: DAI 42/07A, p.2913
Order No: AAC8127963, available (762 pages)
1981 - continued:

Severini, Lois
THE ARCHITECTURE OF FINANCE: WALL STREET, 1825-1862
School: New York University
Source: DAI 42/07A, p. 2914
Order No: AAC8127965, available (408 pages)

Stott, R. Jeffrey
THE AMERICAN IDEA OF A ZOOLOGICAL PARK: AN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY
School: University of California, Santa Barbara
Source: DAI 42/10A, p. 4557
Order No: AAC8206234, available (281 pages)

Weingarden, Lauren S.
LOUIS H. SULLIVAN’S METAPHYSICS OF ARCHITECTURE (1885-1901): SOURCES AND CORRESPONDENCES WITH SYMBOLIST ART THEORIES
School: University of Chicago
Source: ADD X1981
Order No: AAC0359816, restricted

1982

Breisch, Kenneth Alan
SMALL PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN AMERICA 1850-1890: THE INVENTION AND EVOLUTION OF A BUILDING TYPE
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 43/10A, p. 3141
Order No: AAC8304450, available (689 pages)

Carll-White, Mary Allison
THE ROLE OF THE BLACK ARTISAN IN THE BUILDING TRADES AND THE DECORATIVE ARTS IN SOUTH CAROLINA’S CHARLESTON DISTRICT, 1760-1800
School: University of Tennessee
Source: DAI 44/01A, p. 253
Order No: AAC8313282, available (319 pages)
1982 - continued:

Casto, Marilyn Dee
HISTORIC HOUSES OF BEAUFORT COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA, 1744-1899
School: University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Source: DAI 43/03A, p.569
Order No: AAC8218660, available (304 pages)

Cromley, Elizabeth Collins
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW YORK APARTMENT: 1860-1905
School: City University of New York
Source: DAI 43/09A, p.2813
Order No: AAC8302500, available (344 pages)

Dostoglu, Sibel Bozdogan
TOWARDS PROFESSIONAL LEGITIMACY AND POWER: AN INQUIRY INTO THE STRUGGLE, ACHIEVEMENTS AND DILEMMAS OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION THROUGH AN ANALYSIS OF CHICAGO, 1871-1909
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 43/11A, p.3443
Order No: AAC8307305, available (191 pages)

Eckert, Kathryn Bishop
THE SANDSTONE ARCHITECTURE OF THE LAKE SUPERIOR REGION
School: Michigan State University
Source: DAI 43/09A, p.2813
Order No: AAC8303776, available (520 pages)

Gregory, Daniel Platt
MAGAZINE MODERN: A STUDY OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL PRESS, 1919-1930
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 43/08A, p.2475
Order No: AAC8300513, available (216 pages)
Hammond, Charles Arthur
"WHERE THE ARTS AND THE VIRTUES UNITE": COUNTRY LIFE NEAR BOSTON, 1637-1864
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 43/01A, p. 1
Order No: AAC8213500, available (440 pages)

Howard, James Murray
RICHARD MORRIS HUNT: THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIS STYLISTIC ATTITUDES
School: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI 43/09A, p.2813
Order No: AAC8302885, available (176 pages)

Kaufman, Jacob
'POST-MODERN ARCHITECTURE': AN IDEOLOGY
School: University of California, Los Angeles
Source: DAI-A 43/10, p.3144
Order No: AAC8306070, available, 203 pages

Matchak, Stephen
FOLK HOUSES OF THE NORTHEAST
School: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Source: DAI 43/08A, p.2790
Order No: AAC8229402, available (252 pages)

Pokinski, Deborah Frances
THE MOST APPROPRIATE STYLE: THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 43/04A, p.958
Order No: AAC8219353, available (211 pages)
1982 - continued:

St. George, Robert Blair
A RETREAT FROM THE WILDERNESS: PATTERN IN THE DOMESTIC ENVIRONMENTS OF SOUTHEASTERN NEW ENGLAND, 1630-1730
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 43/03A, p.887
Order No: AAC8217181, available (527 pages)

Stone, Garry Wheeler
SOCIETY, HOUSING, AND ARCHITECTURE IN EARLY MARYLAND: JOHN LEWGER'S ST. JOHN'S
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 43/11A, p.3638
Order No: AAC8307366, available (445 pages)

Tracy, Robert Howard
JOHN PARKINSON AND THE BEAUX-ARTS CITY BEAUTIFUL MOVEMENT IN DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES, 1894-1935
School: University of California, Los Angeles
Source: DAI 43/07A, p.2137
Order No: AAC8229714, available (558 pages)

Wyman, Marilyn
A NEW DEAL FOR ART IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: MURALS AND SCULPTURE UNDER GOVERNMENT PATRONAGE
School: University of Southern California
Source: DAI 43/03A, p.573
Order No: AAC0537767, restricted

1983

Break, Nancy Jean
THE EVOLUTION OF THE GREEK REVIVAL STYLE IN THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF OHIO'S WESTERN RESERVE, 1820-1860
School: University of Iowa
Source: DAI 45/03A, p.669
Order No: AAC8407724, available (582 pages)
1983 - continued:

Clark, Vincent Alan
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF GERMAN ARCHITECTS, 1848-1918
School: University of California, Riverside
Source: DAI-A 44/07, p.2217
Order No: AAC 8324901, available (243 pages)

Garvin, James Leo
ACADEMIC ARCHITECTURE AND THE BUILDING TRADES IN THE PISCATAQUA
REGION OF NEW HAMPSHIRE AND MAINE, 1715-1815
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 44/05A, p.1227
Order No: unknown, available (577 pages)

Groth, Paul Erling
FORBIDDEN HOUSING: THE EVOLUTION AND EXCLUSION OF HOTELS,
BOARDING HOUSES, ROOMING HOUSES, AND LODGING HOUSES IN
AMERICAN CITIES, 1880-1930 [California]
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 44/08A, p.2577
Order No: AAC8328893, available (655 pages)

Jones, James Boyd, Jr.
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AS A MATERIAL CULTURE ARTIFACT: ITS USES IN
THE INTERPRETATION AND TEACHING OF AMERICAN HISTORY
School: Middle Tennessee State University
Source: DAI 44/11A, p.3466
Order No: AAC8404784, available (456 pages)

Kapsch, Robert James
THE USE OF NUMERICAL TAXONOMY IN THE STUDY OF HISTORICAL
BUILDINGS IN THE NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI AREA
School: Catholic University of America
Source: DAI 44/01A, p.2
Order No: AAC8313343, available (254 pages)
1983 - continued:

Kellerman, Regina Maria
THE STADHUIS OF NEW AMSTERDAM: NEW YORK'S FIRST CITY HALL
School: Pennsylvania State University
Source: DAI 44/08A, p.2273
Order No: AAC8327512, available (144 pages)

Kornblith, Gary John
FROM ARTISANS TO BUSINESSMEN: MASTER MECHANICS IN NEW ENGLAND,
1789-1850
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 43/12A, p.4012
Order No: AAC8309613, available (598 pages)

Lounsbury, Carl Reavis
FROM CRAFT TO INDUSTRY: THE BUILDING PROCESS IN NORTH CAROLINA IN
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
School: George Washington University
Source: DAI 44/01A, p.2
Order No: AAC8311201, available (326 pages)

Lufkin, Agnesa Burney
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF NORTHEASTERN NEW MEXICO, LATE
TERRITORIAL PERIOD, 1880-1912
School: University of New Mexico
Source: DAI 44/12A, p.3729
Order No: AAC8404436, available (372 pages)

Milbauer, John Albert
THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE SILVER CITY MINING REGION OF NEW
MEXICO
School: University of California, Riverside
Source: DAI-A 44/04, p.1204
Order No: AAC 8314532, available (431 pages)
Morikawa, Susanna Koethe
THE RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ART MUSEUM AS A CULTURAL INSTITUTION: THE PHILADELPHIA STORY
School: Syracuse University
Source: DAI 45/02A, p. 327
Order No: AAC8410738, available (308 pages)

Peters, Linda Ellen
A STUDY OF THE ARCHITECTURE OF AUGUSTA, GEORGIA, 1735-1860
School: University of Georgia
Source: DAI 44/11A, p. 3191
Order No: AAC8405070, available (367 pages)

Schleier, Merrill
THE IMAGE OF THE SKYSCRAPER IN AMERICAN ART, 1890-1931
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 44/09A, p. 2611
Order No: AAC8329031, available (524 pages)

Shoaf, Mary Eve
AN INQUIRY INTO THE RELATIONSHIP OF ECUMENISM TO CHURCH ARCHITECTURE AND THE ECCLESIASTICAL ARTS IN THE UNITED STATES DURING THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: A FORMAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF THREE SELECTED WORKS
School: Ohio State University
Source: DAI 44/04A, p. 897
Order No: AAC8319010, available (344 pages)

Skarmeas, George Christos
AN ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURAL PRESERVATION THEORIES: FROM 1790 TO 1975
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 44/03A, p. 600
Order No: AAC8316088, available (183 pages)
1983 - continued:

Tomlan, Michael Andrew
POPULAR AND PROFESSIONAL AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL LITERATURE IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 44/08A, p.2273
Order No: AAC8322138, available (513 pages)

Van Meter, Lorna Elaine
THE GRECO-ROMAN ARCHITECTURAL TRADITION IN SELECTED INDIANA SITES: THE ORANGE COUNTY COURTHOUSE; THE SECOND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, MADISON; THE MICHAEL G. BRIGHT OFFICE; THE CHARLES L. SHREWSBURY HOME; THE DR. JEFFERSON HELM, SR., HOME
School: Ball State University
Source: DAI 44/04A, p.1183
Order No: AAC8315165, available (471 pages)

Woods, Mary Norman
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS, 1876-1907
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 46/02A, p.288
Order No: AAC8506066, available (448 pages)

1984

Bluestone, Daniel Michael
LANDSCAPE AND CULTURE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY CHICAGO
School: University of Chicago
Source: ADD X1985
Order No: AAC0372999, restricted

Carter, Thomas Robert
BUILDING ZION: FOLK ARCHITECTURE IN THE MORMON SETTLEMENTS OF UTAH’S SANPETE VALLEY, 1850-1890
School: Indiana University
Source: DAI 45/08A, p.2616
Order No: AAC8425066, available (367 pages)
1984 - continued:

Franch, Michael Stephen
CONGREGATION AND COMMUNITY IN BALTIMORE, 1840 - 1860
School: University of Maryland, College Park
Source: DAI 46/04A, p.1069
Order No: AAC8512188, available (422 pages)

Lee, Portia
VICTORIOUS SPIRIT: REGIONAL INFLUENCES IN THE ARCHITECTURE,
LANDSCAPING AND MURALS OF THE PANAMA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION
School: George Washington University
Source: DAI 45/05A, p.1453
Order No: AAC8416745, available (369 pages)

Listokin, Barbara Cyviner
THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 1681-1914:
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL INFLUENCES
School: Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
Source: DAI 45/07A, p.1893
Order No: AAC8424126, available (618 pages)

Little, Margaret Ruth
STICKS AND STONES: A PROFILE OF NORTH CAROLINA GRAVEMARKERS
THROUGH THREE CENTURIES
School: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Source: DAI 45/04A, p.978
Order No: AAC8415834, available (445 pages)

McDannell, Mary Colleen
THE HOME AS SACRED SPACE IN AMERICAN PROTESTANT AND CATHOLIC
POPULAR THOUGHT 1840 TO 1900
School: Temple University
Source: DAI 45/06A, p.1785
Order No: AAC8419775, available (296 pages)
1984 - continued:

McMillan, Elizabeth Jean
ERICH MENDELSOHN AND HIS INFLUENCE ON AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN OF THE THIRTIES
School: University of Southern California
Source: DAI 44/12A, p.3522
Order No: AAC0553606, restricted

Rabun, Josette H.
CHARLES I. BARBER (1887-1962), RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE IN EAST TENNESSEE
School: University of Tennessee
Source: DAI 45/05A, p.1225
Order No: AAC8411118, available (389 pages)

Satler, Gail R.
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S ARCHITECTURE AS ANALYSIS: WRIGHT'S "STUFF"
School: City University of New York
Source: DAI 45/11A, p.3459
Order No: AAC8501170, available (411 pages)

Sloane, David Charles
THE LIVING AMONG THE DEAD: NEW YORK STATE CEMETERY LANDSCAPES AS REFLECTIONS OF A CHANGING AMERICAN CULTURE TO 1949
School: Syracuse University
Source: DAI 45/11A, p.3436
Order No: AAC8501723, available (370 pages)

Volk, Victoria Loucia
THE BILTMORE ESTATE AND ITS CREATORS: RICHARD MORRIS HUNT, FREDERICK LAW OLMSTED AND GEORGE WASHINGTON VANDERBILT
School: Emory University
Source: DAI 45/06A, p.1555
Order No: AAC8420301, available (287 pages)
1984 - continued:

Weiss, Ellen Barbara
WESLEYAN GROVE AND OAK BLUFFS: FROM CAMP MEETING TO SUMMER RESORT [Massachusetts]
School: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI 45/11A, p. 3227
Order No: AAC8502340, available (177 pages)

Zabel, Craig Robert
THE PRAIRIE SCHOOL BANKS OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT, LOUIS H. SULLIVAN, AND PURCELL AND ELMSLIE
School: University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI 45/12A, p.3465
Order No: AAC8502353, available (660 pages)

Zimmer, Edward Francis
THE ARCHITECTURAL CAREER OF ALEXANDER PARRIS (1780-1852)
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 45/04A, p.977
Order No: AAC8414709, available (1,100 pages)
Belnap, Gillian Hirth
THE APARTMENT BUILDINGS OF FREDERICK G. SCHEIBLER, JR., WITH A CATALOGUE OF ALL HIS MULTIPLE RESIDENCES
School: University of Pittsburgh
Source: DAI 46/07A, p.1761
Order No: AAC8519452, available (618 pages)

Carlisle, Ronald C.
AN ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORICAL STUDY OF SOME FOLK STRUCTURES AT YATESVILLE AND PAINTSVILLE LAKES, KENTUCKY
School: University of Pittsburgh
Source: DAI 46/12A, p.3763
Order No: AAC8600619, available (409 pages)

Charney, Wayne Michael
THE AMERICAN GLASS HOUSE: ITS CONCEPTION AND ITS REALIZATION, 1850-1950
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 46/04A, p.819
Order No: AAC8511808, available (243 pages)

Dezfuli-Atjomandi, Cyrus
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PARKWAY IN PHILADELPHIA: A STUDY OF THE FORCES BEHIND ITS CREATION AND EVOLUTION
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 46/07A, p.1760
Order No: AAC8515362, available (275 pages)

Fox, Evarts Cranson, Jr.
A STUDY OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN HAWAII
School: University of Hawaii
Source: DAI 46/10A, p.3069
Order No: AAC8528778, available (276 pages)
1985 - continued:

Griffin, Dorothy Gail
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY DRAYTONS OF DRAYTON HALL
School: Emory University
Source: DAI 46/09A, p. 2789
Order No: AAC8526294, available (497 pages)

Irish, Sharon Lee
CASS GILBERT'S CAREER IN NEW YORK, 1899-1905
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 46/08A, p. 2105
Order No: AAC8523542, available (695 pages)

Scott, Jonathan Fletcher
THE EARLY COLONIAL HOUSES OF MARTHA'S VINEYARD
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 46/12A, p. 3515
Order No: AAC8602912, available (506 pages)

Stamper, John Wesley
THE ARCHITECTURE, URBANISM, AND ECONOMICS OF CHICAGO'S NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, 1830-1930
School: Northwestern University
Source: DAI 46/08A, p. 2106
Order No: AAC8523596, available (724 pages)

Vivoni-Farage, Enrique
A MEASURE OF SILENCE: LOUIS I. KAHN AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE WALL
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 46/08A, p. 2106
Order No: AAC8515462, available (182 pages)
1985 - continued:

Williams, Michael Ann
HOMEPLACE: THE SOCIAL USE AND MEANING OF THE FOLK DWELLING IN SOUTHWESTERN NORTH CAROLINA
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 46/12A, p.3827
Order No: AAC8603725, available (246 pages)

Yip, Christopher Lee
SAN FRANCISCO'S CHINATOWN: AN ARCHITECTURAL AND URBAN HISTORY
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 47/03A, p.688
Order No: AAC8610284, available (436 pages)

Zimmerman, Philip Douglas
ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE IN THE REFORMED TRADITION IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY, NEW HAMPSHIRE, 1790-1860
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 45/06A, p.1556
Order No: AAC8418796, available (501 pages)

1986

Alexis, Karin May Elizabeth
RUSSELL STURGIS: CRITIC AND ARCHITECT
School: University of Virginia
Source: DAI 48/06A, p.1339
Order No: AAC8719437, available (373 pages)

Anderson, Georgina Marie Laird
BRUCE GOFF: THE LUMINOUS ENVIRONMENT IN SELECTED RESIDENTIAL DESIGNS
School: Texas Tech University
Source: DAI 47/12A, p.4211
Order No: AAC8707901, available (275 pages)
Boyce, Robert Piper
GEORGE FRED KECK, 1895-1980: MIDWEST ARCHITECT
School: University of Wisconsin, Madison
Source: DAI 47/06A, p.1907
Order No: AAC8613378, available (492 pages)

Chewning, John Andrew
WILLIAM ROBERT WARE AND THE BEGINNINGS OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES, 1861-1881
School: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Source: ADD X1986
Order No: AAC0374238, restricted

Cormier, Leslie Humm
WALTER GROPIUS: EMIGRE ARCHITECT. WORKS AND REFUGE - ENGLAND AND AMERICAN IN THE 30S
School: Brown University
Source: DAI 47/05A, p.1513
Order No: AAC8617545, available (230 pages)

Cote, Richard Charles
THE ARCHITECTURAL WORKMEN OF THOMAS JEFFERSON IN VIRGINIA
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 46/11A, p.3387
Order No: AAC8601346, available (404 pages)

Curran, Kathleen A.
THE 'RUNDBOGENSTIL' AND THE ROMANESQUE REVIVAL IN GERMANY AND THEIR EFFLORESCENCE IN AMERICA, CA. 1844-1864
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI 49/04A, p.641
Order No: AAC8808037, available (564 pages)
Dostoglu, Neslihan Turkun
ARCHITECTURAL DETERMINISTIC THINKING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF URBAN UTOPIAS, 1846-1947
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 47/04A, p.1093
Order No: AAC8614783, available (230 pages)

Elstein, Rochelle Berger
SYNAGOGUE ARCHITECTURE IN MICHIGAN AND THE MIDWEST: MATERIAL CULTURE AND THE DYNAMICS OF JEWISH ACCOMMODATION, 1865-1945
School: Michigan State University
Source: DAI 48/01A, p.1
Order No: AAC8707120, available (640 pages)

Follett-Thompson, Jean Ames
THE BUSINESS OF ARCHITECTURE: WILLIAM GIBBONS PRESTON AND ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSIONALISM IN BOSTON DURING THE SECOND HALF OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 46/12A, p.3515
Order No: AAC8601387, available (473 pages)

Jackson, Donald Conrad
A HISTORY OF WATER IN THE AMERICAN WEST: JOHN S. EASTWOOD AND "THE ULTIMATE DAM" (1908-1924)
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 47/10A, p.3792
Order No: AAC8703217, available (908 pages)

Je, Hae-Seong
URBAN RESIDENTIAL STREETS: A STUDY OF STREET TYPES AND THEIR TERRITORIAL PERFORMANCES
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI47/07A, p.2346
Order No: AAC8623999, available (173 pages)
1986 - continued:

Kaufman, Peter Samuel
AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL WRITING, BEAUX ARTS STYLE: THE LIVES AND WORKS OF ALFRED DWIGHT FOSTER HAMLIN AND TALBOT FAULKNER HAMLIN
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 47/08A, p.2771
Order No: AAC8628398, available (270 pages)

MacDowell, Betty Ann
AMERICAN WOMEN STAINED GLASS ARTISTS, 1870S TO 1930S: THEIR WORLD AND THEIR WINDOWS
School: Michigan State University
Source: DAI-A 47/09, p.3218
Order No: AAC8700494, available (368 pages)

Meyer, Nina Rolnick
BUILDING EARLY URBAN AMERICA: ARCHITECTURAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN BOSTON'S NORTH END, 1826-1850
School: Boston University
Source: DAI 47/03A, p.951
Order No: AAC8612178, available (562 pages)

Orlowski, Mark B.
FRANK FURNESS: ARCHITECTURE AND THE HEROIC IDEAL
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 47/03A, p.687
Order No: AAC8612454, available (676 pages)

Sachs, David Helburn
THE WORK OF OVERSTREET AND TOWN: THE COMING OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE TO MISSISSIPPI
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 47/10A, p.3591
Order No: AAC8702662, available (365 pages)
1986 - continued:

Scully, Margaret Eileen
MILES SELDEN OF FLOWERDEW HUNDRED, VIRGINIA: DEFROSTING THE ICE HOUSE AND TIDYING UP THE CELLAR; IS HIS GARBAGE A "SIGN OF THE TIMES?"
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI 47/07A, p.2632
Order No: AAC8624930, available (153 pages)

Shallat, Todd Arkin
School: Carnegie-Mellon University
Source: DAI 47/10A, p.3857
Order No: AAC8702908, available (500 pages)

Townsend, Gavin Edward
THE TUDOR HOUSE IN AMERICA: 1890-1930
School: University of California, Santa Barbara
Source: DAI 47/11A, p.3898
Order No: AAC8703672, available (460 pages)

1987

Alofsin, Anthony Michael
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT: THE LESSONS OF EUROPE, 1910-1922
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 50/12A, p.3771
Order No: AAC9014976, available (670 pages)

Bahr, Betsy W.
NEW ENGLAND MILL ENGINEERING: RATIONALIZATION AND REFORM IN TEXTILE MILL DESIGN, 1790-1920
School: University of Delaware
Advisor: Hounshell, David A.
Source: DAI-A 49/04, p.929
Order No: AAC 8808027, available (322 pages)
1987 - continued:

Benson, Robert Alan
DOUGLAS PUTNAM HASKELL (1899-1979): THE EARLY CRITICAL WRITINGS
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 48/07A, p.1559
Order No: AAC8720248, available (558 pages)

Blaugrund, Annette
THE TENTH STREET STUDIO BUILDING
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 49/03A, p.363
Order No: AAC8809331, available (510 pages)

Braden, Susan R.
FLORIDA RESORT ARCHITECTURE: THE HOTELS OF HENRY PLANT AND HENRY FLAGLER
School: Florida State University
advisor: Weingarden, Lauren S.
Source: DAI 49/03A, p.361
Order No: AAC8805648, available (412 pages)

Crespo, Rafael Agapito
FLORIDA’S FIRST SPANISH RENAISSANCE REVIVAL
School: Harvard University
Source: DAI 48/11A, p.2750
Order No: AAC8800764, available (733 pages)

Fazio, Michael Wright
THE IDEA OF THE SOUTHERN PLANTATION
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 48/05A, p.1039
Order No: AAC8715611, available (532 pages)
1987 - continued:

Giella, Barbara
R.M. SCHINDLER'S THIRTIES STYLE: ITS CHARACTER (1931-1937) AND INTERNATIONAL SOURCES (1906-1937)
School: New York University
Source: DAI 48/05A, p.1039
Order No: AAC8712748, available (811 pages)

Hartzer, Ronald Bert
TO GREAT AND USEFUL PURPOSE: A HISTORY OF THE WILMINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, DISTRICT, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
School: Indiana University
Source: DAI 48/05A, p.1298
Order No: AAC8717798, available (338 pages)

Henke, James Scott
FROM PUBLIC HOUSE TO OPERA HOUSE: A HISTORY OF THEATRICAL STRUCTURES IN LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 48/06A, p.1357
Order No: AAC8720276, available (137 pages)

Hull, Judith Salisbury
RICHARD UPJOHN: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE AND DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
School: Columbia University
Source: DAI 51/03A, p.766
Order No: AAC9020547, available (752 pages)

Koenigsberg, Lisa M.
PROFESSIONALIZING DOMESTICITY: A TRADITION OF AMERICAN WOMEN WRITERS ON ARCHITECTURE, 1848-1913
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 52/01A, p.197
Order No: AAC9117628, available (297 pages)
1987 - continued:

Mahadin, Kamel Ottallah
PRESERVATION OF A CAMPUS LANDSCAPE: THE MAIN QUADRANGLE AT LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND A & M COLLEGE AS A CASE STUDY
School: Texas A & M University
Source: DAI 48/06A, p.1340
Order No: AAC8720967, available (246 pages)

Nakagawa, Tadashi
THE CEMETERY AS A CULTURAL MANIFESTATION: LOUISIANA NECROGEOGRAPHY
School: Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College
Source: DAI 48/06A, p.1519
Order No: unknown, available (334 pages)

Richie, Margaret Bye
ARCHITECTURAL PATTERNS IN AN EARLY RIVER TOWN (NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA)
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 48/08A, p.2089
Order No: AAC8725202, available (407 pages)

Roche, John F., Jr.
WALT WHITMAN'S "MANHATTAN" AND FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S "BROADACRE CITY": CONCURRENT ENVISIONINGS OF A DEMOCRATIC CITY (UTOPIAS)
School: State University of New York at Buffalo
Source: DAI 48/02A, p.391
Order No: AAC8710747, available (449 pages)

Said, Asad Abdelkarim
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCESS OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION IN FOUR HISTORIC AMERICAN CITIES (ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA; SAVANNAH, GEORGIA; CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA; WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA)
School: Texas A & M University
Source: DAI 48/12A, p.3215
Order No: AAC8802133, available (217 pages)
1987 - continued:

Shiver, William Carl
THE HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE OF KEY WEST: THE TRIUMPH OF VERNACULAR FORM IN A NINETEENTH-CENTURY FLORIDA TOWN
School: Florida State University
Source: DAI 48/03A, p.494
Order No: AAC8713339, available (265 pages)

Sies, Mary Corbin
AMERICAN COUNTRY HOUSE ARCHITECTURE IN CONTEXT: THE SUBURBAN IDEAL OF LIVING IN THE EAST AND MIDWEST, 1877 - 1917. (NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, ILLINOIS, MINNESOTA)
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 48/06A, p.1483
Order No: AAC8720342, available (669 pages)

Sorensen, James Delmer
FOLK TO NATIONAL CULTURE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY MONTGOMERY COUNTY: ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ETHNOHISTORICAL EVIDENCE FROM A MARYLAND PIEDMONT PLANTATION
School: American University
Source: DAI 48/09A, p.2370
Order No: AAC8727161, available (293 pages)

Van Buren, Deborah Elizabeth
THE CORNISH COLONY: EXPRESSIONS OF ATTACHMENT TO PLACE, 1885-1915
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Mondale, Clarence C.
Source: DAI-A 48/04, p.965
Order No: unknown, available (268 pages)

1988

Bailey, Kristin Szylvian
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE COOPERATIVE HOUSING MOVEMENT, 1917-1955
School: Carnegie-Mellon University
Advisor: Levy, Eugene
Source: DAI-A 50/04, p.1064
Order No: AAC 8913055, available (165 pages)
Bergengren, Charles Lang
THE CYCLE OF TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE HOUSES OF SCHAEFFERSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 49/09A, p.2769
Order No: AAC8824718, available (703 pages)

Bozorgi, Khosrow
THE CHESTNUT HILL COUNTRY HOUSE OF THE 1920S: A UNIQUE ARCHITECTURAL 'TYPE' [Philadelphia]
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI 50/01A, p.1
Order No: AAC8908308, available (363 pages)

Burpitt, Martha Elizabeth Self
THE EVOLUTION OF THE SOCIAL AREAS IN THE MODERN HOME AS DEPICTED IN SELECTED SHELTER MAGAZINES FROM 1945 TO 1965
School: University of Georgia
Advisor: Edmonston, Paul
Source: DAI 49/09A, p.2428
Order No: AAC8823770, available (148 pages)

Bushong, William Brian
GLENN BROWN, THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CIVIC CORE OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Longstreth, Richard W.
Source: DAI 49/07A, p. 1859
Order No: AAC8815950, available (333 pages)

Carlson, Elizabeth Borden
LEWIS MUMFORD: TWENTIETH CENTURY ARCHITECTURAL CRITIC
School: University of California, Santa Barbara
Advisor: Gebhard, David
Source: DAI 49/07A, p. 1859
Order No: AAC8817654, available (216 pages)
1988 - continued:

Dennison, Antonette Fortunato
THE STAINED GLASS WINDOWS IN FOUR PALM BEACH CHURCHES (1889-1984): THE RELIGIOUS AND SOCIAL CONTEXT OF THEIR STYLES AND PROGRAMS
School: Florida State University
Advisor: Rose, Patricia
Source: DAI 49/12A, p.3533
Order No: AAC8905736, available (444 pages)

Fenske, Gail Gretchen
THE WOOLWORTH BUILDING
School: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Source: ADD X1988
Order No: AAC0378784, restricted

Grier, Katherine Christine
CULTURE AND COMFORT: PARLOR MAKING IN AMERICA, 1850-1930
School: University of Delaware
Advisor: Bushman, Richard L.
Source: DAI 50/04A, p.1067
Order No: AAC8914364, available (615 pages)

Harchelroad, Jean L.
THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE IN PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, 1835-1915: AN ANALYSIS OF CHANGING STYLES AND FUNCTIONS
School: University of Pittsburgh
Source: DAI-A 49/06, p.1325
Order No: AAC8815229, available (210 pages)

Heck, Marlene Elizabeth
PALLADIAN ARCHITECTURE AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN POST-REVOLUTIONARY VIRGINIA
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Faust, Drew Gilpin
Source: DAI 49/09A, p.2701
Order No: AAC8824746, available (384 pages)
Kelly, Barbara Mae
THE POLITICS OF HOUSE AND HOME: IMPLICATIONS IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT OF LEVITTOWN, LONG ISLAND (NEW YORK)
School: State University of New York at Stony Brook
Source: DAI 50/05A, p.1409
Order No: AAC8915266, available (352 pages)

McCloud, Melissa
CRAFTSMEN AND ENTREPRENEURS: BUILDERS IN LATE NINETEENTH-CENTURY WASHINGTON, D.C.
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Longstreth, Richard W.
Source: DAI 49/05A, p.1181
Order No: AAC8816064, available (327 pages)

Mattson, Richard Leonard
THE GABLE FRONT AND UPRIGHT-AND-WING: AN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF TWO COMMON AMERICAN HOUSE TYPES (NEW YORK, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA)
School: University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Source: DAI 49/09A, p.2773
Order No: AAC8823196, available (314 pages)

May, Bridget Ann
ASPECTS OF TRADITIONALISM AND PROGRESSIVISM IN THE MODERN COLONIAL HOUSE, 1900-1920
School: University of Georgia
Advisor: Chapman, William R.
Source: DAI 50/05A, p.1115
Order No: AAC8910438, available (334 pages)

Metaferia, Mulugeta
ARCHITECTURAL SPACE AS A CONSTITUENT OF ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Leatherbarrow, David
Source: DAI-A 49/08, p.1999
Order No: AAC 8816205, available (418)
1988 - continued:

Nelson, Donna Rae
SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE IN CHICAGO DURING THE PROGRESSIVE ERA: THE CAREER OF DWIGHT H. PERKINS
School: Loyola University of Chicago
Advisors: Perko, Michael; Smith, Joan K.
Source: DAI 49/07A, p.1602
Order No: AAC8817932, available (187 pages)

Panhorst, Michael Wilson
LEST WE FORGET: MONUMENTS AND MEMORIAL SCULPTURE IN NATIONAL MILITARY PARKS ON CIVIL WAR BATTLEFIELDS, 1861-1917
School: University of Delaware
Advisor: Craven, Wayne
Source: DAI 49/08A, p.2004
Order No: AAC8824238, available (501 pages)

Ray, Lawrence Allen
VICTORIAN MATERIAL CULTURE IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE: THE MALLORY-NEELY HOUSE INTERIORS AS ARTIFACT
School: University of Tennessee
Advisor: Blakemore, Robbie G.
Source: DAI 50/01A, p.179
Order No: AAC8904079, available (948 pages)

Reed, Paula Stoner
BUILDING WITH STONE IN THE CUMBERLAND VALLEY: A STUDY OF REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL, TECHNICAL, AND CULTURAL FACTORS IN STONE CONSTRUCTION
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Gillette, Howard
Source: DAI-A 49/04, p.857
Order No: unknown, available (331 pages)
Reinberger, Mark Edward
THE BALTIMORE EXCHANGE AND ITS PLACE IN THE CAREER OF BENJAMIN HENRY LATROBE
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 49/12A, p.3531
Order No: AAC8821179, available (521 pages)

Samson, Miles David
GERMAN-AMERICAN DIALOGUES AND THE MODERN MOVEMENT BEFORE THE "DESIGN MIGRATION," 1910-1933
School: Harvard University
Source: DAI 50/02A, p.278
Order No: AAC8909009, available (688 pages)

Seager, Jonquil K.
"FATHER'S CHAIR": DOMESTIC REFORM AND HOUSING CHANGE IN THE PROGRESSIVE ERA
School: Clark University
Source: DAI 49/07A, p.1919
Order No: AAC8818694, available (276 pages)

Snadon, Patrick Alexander
A.J. DAVIS AND THE GOTHIC REVIVAL CASTLE IN AMERICA, 1832-1865
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 49/08A, p.2000
Order No: AAC8821163, available (619 pages)

Steinitz, Michael Peter
LANDMARK AND SHELTER: DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE OF THE CENTRAL UPLANDS OF MASSACHUSETTS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
School: Clark University
Source: DAI 49/07A, p.1920
Order No: AAC8818695, available (368 pages)
1988 - continued:

Wetenhall, John
THE ASCENDANCY OF MODERN PUBLIC SCULPTURE IN AMERICA
(ROCKEFELLER CENTER)
School: Stanford University
Source: DAI 49/04A, p.645
Order No: AAC8808434, available (560 pages)
Abrams, Janet Yvonne  
School: Princeton University  
Source: DAI 50/12A, p.3769  
Order No: AAC8920333, available (605 pages)

Attia Al-izzi, Zuhair Hatim  
CONTEXTUALISM: FITTING NEW BUILDINGS TO THEIR SURROUNDINGS  
School: University of Pennsylvania  
Advisor: Lang, Jon T.  
Source: DAI-A 50/07, p.1827  
Order No: AAC8922463, available (224 pages)

Cockrell, Thomas D.  
"MEADOW WOODS," 1839-1989: A MISSISSIPPI PLANTATION  
School: Mississippi State University  
Advisor: Marszalek, John F.  
Source: DAI 50/04A, p.1065  
Order No: AAC8917055, available (258 pages)

Cody, Jeffrey William  
HENRY K. MURPHY, AN AMERICAN ARCHITECT IN CHINA, 1914-1935  
School: Cornell University  
Source: DAI50/11A, p.3385  
Order No: AAC9001310, available (416 pages)

Dozier, Richard Kevin  
TUSKEGEE: BOOKER T. WASHINGTON'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE EDUCATION OF BLACK ARCHITECTS (TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, ALABAMA)  
School: University of Michigan  
Source: DAI-A 52/01, p.94  
Order No: AAC9116091, available (255 pages)
1989 - continued:

Ellis, Clifford Donald
VISIONS OF URBAN FREEWAYS, 1930-1970
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI-A 52/04, p.1544
Order No: AAC 9126544, available (463 pages)

Elwazani, Salim Ahmad
DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA FOR SELECTING METHODS OF DOCUMENTATION OF HISTORIC STRUCTURES
School: Catholic University of America
Source: DAI-A 49/12, p.3531
Order No: AAC 8908183, available (334 pages)

Gorin, Abbye Alexander
SAMUEL WILSON, JR.: A CONTRIBUTION TO THE PRESERVATION OF ARCHITECTURE IN NEW ORLEANS AND THE GULF SOUTH
School: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Advisor: Rodriguez-Camilloni, Humberto L.
Source: DAI 51/02A, p.319
Order No: AAC9017021, available (510 pages)

Gournay, Isabelle Jeanne
FRANCE DISCOVERS AMERICA, 1917-1939 (FRENCH WRITINGS ON AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE)
School: Yale University
Source: DAI 50/11A, p.3385
Order No: AAC9011902, available (501 pages)

Hutchison, Janet Anne
AMERICAN HOUSING, GENDER, AND THE BETTER HOMES MOVEMENT, 1922-1935
School: University of Delaware
Advisor: Bushman, Richard H.
Source: DAI 51/02A, p.618
Order No: AAC9019308, available (289 pages)
1989 - continued:

Kruty, Paul Samuel
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT AND MIDWAY GARDENS
School: Princeton University
Source: DAI 51/05A, p.1423
Order No: AAC9019996, available (371 pages)

Leider, Charles Louis Willoughby
School: Oklahoma State University
Source: DAI 50/09A, p.3084
Order No: AAC9005766, available (165 pages)

McVicker, Maryellen Harshbarger
REFLECTIONS OF CHANGE: DEATH AND CEMETERIES IN THE BOONSLICK REGION OF MISSOURI
School: University of Missouri, Columbia
Source: DAI 50/08A, p.2543
Order No: AAC8925306, available (785 pages)

O'Malley, Therese Mary
ART AND SCIENCE IN AMERICAN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE: THE NATIONAL MALL, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1791-1852
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Brownlee, David
Source: DAI 50/07A, p.1828
Order No: AAC8922577, available (383 pages)

Reed, Peter Shedd
TOWARD FORM: LOUIS I. KAHN'S URBAN DESIGNS FOR PHILADELPHIA, 1939-1962
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI-A 51/01, p.59
Order No: AAC8922590, available (466 pages)
1989 - continued:

Reitzes, Lisa Beth
MODERATELY MODERN: INTERPRETING THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE PUBLIC WORKS ADMINISTRATION
School: University of Delaware
Advisor: Stillman, Damie
Source: DAI50/11A, p.3385
Order No: AAC9010387, available (783 pages)

Sgan-Cohen, Michael Samuel
FREDERICK KIESLER: ARTIST, ARCHITECT, VISIONARY - A STUDY OF HIS WORK AND WRITING
School: City University of New York
Source: DAI 50/11A, p.3386
Order No: AAC9009780, available (856 pages)

Sizemore, Jean Wolfe
OZARK VERNACULAR: A STUDY OF RURAL HOUSES IN THE ARKANSAS OZARKS, 1830-1930
School: University of Iowa
Advisor: Alexander, Robert L.
Source: DAI 50/11A, p.3387
Order No: AAC9009349, available (811 pages)

Smeins, Linda Elaine
PATTERN BOOKS AND THE QUEEN ANNE STYLE IN AMERICA
School: University of British Columbia
Advisor: Liscombe, Rhodri Windsor
Source: DAI 50/12A, p.3769
Order No: AAC0567700, restricted

Szlizewski, Lucian August
SCHOOLHOUSE ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA FROM 1830 TO 1915
School: Miami University
Source: DAI 50/06A, p.1464
Order No: AAC8920386, available (224 pages)
1989 - continued:

Taylor, Thomas H., Jr.
THE WILLIAMSBURG RESTORATION AND ITS RECEPTION BY THE AMERICAN PUBLIC: 1926-1942
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Longstreth, Richard W.
Source: DAI 50/04A, p.986
Order No: AAC8913314, available (474 pages)

Thompson, Peter John
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF PHILADELPHIA'S TAVERNS, 1683-1800
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Zuckerman, Michael
Source: DAI 50/10A, p.3341
Order No: AAC9006611, available (566 pages)

Van Slyck, Abigail Ayres
FREE TO ALL; CARNEGIE LIBRARIES AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN CULTURE, 1886-1917
School: University of California, Berkeley
Advisor: Upton, Dell
Source: DAI 51/05A, p.1420
Order No: AAC9029058, available (375 pages)

1990

Appel, Susan Kay Bigley
THE MIDWESTERN BREWERY BEFORE PROHIBITION: DEVELOPMENT OF AN AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL BUILDING TYPE
School: University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Advisor: Kruty, Paul
Source: DAI 51/12A, p.3939
Order No: AAC9114163, available (472 pages)
Chandler, Roger Allen  
UNITED STATES DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURAL MARKETING: HISTORY AND METHODS, 1909-1987  
School: University of California, Santa Barbara  
Advisor: Gebhard, David  
Source: DAI 51/10A, p.3258  
Order No: AAC9034316, available (281 pages)

Compton, Stephen Charles  
THE SYMBOLIC FUNCTION OF CHURCH ARCHITECTURE: CONGREGATIONAL PLANNING FOR AN ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM PROPOSAL FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF SACRED SPACE  
School: Emory University  
Source: ADD X1990  
Order No: AAC0383180, restricted

Dozier, Richard Kevin  
TUSKEGEE: BOOKER T. WASHINGTON'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE EDUCATION OF BLACK ARCHITECTS  
School: University of Michigan (degree: ARCH.D.)  
Advisor: Senkevitch, Anatole, Jr.  
Source: DAI-A 52/01, p.94  
Order No: AAC 9116091, available (255 pages)

Eckhardt, Patricia Ann Lacey  
PROUDFOOT AND BIRD, CAMPUS ARCHITECTS: BUILDING FACILITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, 1889-1910  
School: University of Iowa  
Source: DAI 52/03A, p.714  
Order No: AAC9122057, available (406 pages)

Ellis, Clifford Donald  
VISIONS OF URBAN FREEWAYS, 1930-1970  
School: University of California, Berkeley  
Source: DAI-A 52/04, p.1544  
Order No: AAC 91265444, available (463 pages)
1990 - continued:

Hudson, Leonne Mishell
THE LIFE AND CAREER OF GUSTAVUS WOODSON SMITH (ENGINEER)
School: Kent State University
Advisor: Byrne, Frank L.
Source: DAI 51/12A, p.4252
Order No: AAC9113536, available (460 pages)

King, Julia Anna
AN INTRASITE SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF THE VAN SWERINGEN SITE, ST. MARY'S
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Schuyler, Robert L.
Source: DAI 51/12A, p.4167
Order No: AAC9112587, available (210 pages)

Lichtenstein, Susanne Ralston
EDITING ARCHITECTURE: "ARCHITECTURAL RECORD" AND THE GROWTH OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE, 1928-1938
School: Cornell University
Source: DAI 51/11A, p.3537
Order No: AAC9106259, available (552 pages)

Loeb, Carolyn Susan
ENTREPRENEURIAL VERNACULAR: DEVELOPERS' SUBDIVISIONS IN THE 1920S
School: City University of New York
Advisor: Santomasso, Eugene
Source: DAI 51/05A, p.1667
Order No: AAC9020778, available (345 pages)

Loud, Patricia Cummings
THE ART MUSEUMS OF LOUIS I. KAHN
School: Harvard University
Advisor: Levine, Neil
Source: DAI 51/04A, p.1029
Order No: AAC9021805, available (756 pages)
Markell, Ann B.
MANUFACTURING IDENTITY: MATERIAL CULTURE AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY VIRGINIA
School: University of California, Berkeley
Advisor: Deetz, James
Source: DAI 51/09A, p.3119
Order No: AAC9103809, available (200 pages)

Millikan, Frank Rives
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Walker, Robert Harris, Jr.
Source: DAI 51/03A, p.903
Order No: AAC9020310, available (234 pages)

Openo, Woodard Dorr
THE SUMMER COLONY AT LITTLE HARBOR IN PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE, AND ITS RELATION TO THE COLONIAL REVIVAL MOVEMENT
School: University of Michigan
Advisor: Huntington, David C.
Source: DAI 51/04A, p.1030
Order No: AAC9023611, available (296 pages)

Penkiunas, Diana Julia
AMERICAN REGIONAL ARCHITECTURE IN HAWAII: HONOLULU, 1915-1935
School: University of Virginia
Source: DAI 51/07A, p.2179
Order No: AAC9100788, available (380 pages)

Pielhler, Guenter Kurt
REMEMBERING THE AMERICAN WAR: 1783 TO THE PRESENT [CEMETERIES, MILITARY PARKS, SCULPTURE]
School: Rutgers the State University of New Jersey
Source: DAI 52/03A, p.1055
Order No: AAC9123305, available (311 pages)
Roberts, Katherine Anne-Marie
HEARTH AND SOUL; THE FIREPLACE IN AMERICAN CULTURE
School: University of Minnesota
Source: DAI 51/07A, p.2431
Order No: AAC9024288, available (230 pages)

Savage, Kirk Eugene
RACE, MEMORY, AND IDENTITY: THE NATIONAL MONUMENTS OF THE UNION AND THE CONFEDERACY
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI-A 52/04, p.1113
Order No: AAC 9126765, available (294 pages)

Shin, Ki-cheol
PRIVATISM IN URBAN FORM: A CASE STUDY ON THE MORPHOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION OF SOCIETY HILL AND OLDE CITY IN PHILADELPHIA SINCE THE EARLY SIXTIES
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: McCleary, Peter
Source: DAI 51/05A, p.1419
Order No: AAC9026644, available (320 pages)

Skinner, Ellen Stern
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF PLANNING AND LAND USE: WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK, 1900-1972
School: New York University
Advisor: Walkowitz, Daniel J.
Source: DAI-A 51/12, p.4230
Order No: AAC9113048, available (385 pages)

Somma, Thomas P.
School: University of Delaware
Source: DAI 51/08A, p.2551
Order No: AAC9101071, available (457 pages)
Strong, Janet Adams
THE CATHEDRAL OF SAINT JOHN THE DIVINE IN NEW YORK: DESIGN COMPETITIONS IN THE SHADOW OF H.H. RICHARDSON, 1889-1891
School: Brown University
Advisor: Jordy, William H.
Source: DAI 51/08A, p.2545
Order No: AAC9101841, available (971 pages)

Tavakolian, Abdolhosain
SPACES FOR HUMAN COMMUNICATION: THE INNER LIFE OF TWO URBAN PLAZAS IN PHILADELPHIA: RITTENHOUSE AND WASHINGTON SQUARES
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Leatherbarrow, David
Source: DAI-A 51/08, p.2546
Order No: AAC9026659, available (245 pages)

Thomas, Christopher Alexander
THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL AND ITS ARCHITECT, HENRY BACON (1866-1924)
School: Yale University
Advisor: Scully, Vincent
Source: DAI 52/01A, p.3
Order No: AAC9117640, available (751 pages)

Tompkins, George Johnson III
THE ASHES OF OUR FATHERS, THE TEMPLES OF OUR GOD: AN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF SAINT ANDREW'S PARISH CHURCH, CHARLESTON COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, WITH PROPOSALS FOR RESTORATION AND A COLUMBARIUM
School: University of the South
Source: ADD X1990
Order No: AAC0382269, restricted
Ahlquist, Karen Ethel
OPERA, THEATRE, AND AUDIENCE IN ANTEBELLUM NEW YORK
School: University of Michigan
Source: DAI 52/03A, p.727
Order No: AAC9123967, available (461 pages)

Bristol, Katharine Grace
School: University of California, Berkeley
Advisor: Evenson, Norma
Source: DAI-A 53/10, p.3393
Order No: AAC 9228582, available (356 pages)

Cohen, Jeffrey Alan
THE QUEEN ANNE AND THE LATE VICTORIAN TOWNHOUSE IN PHILADELPHIA, 1878-1895
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Brownlee, David B.
Source: DAI-A 52/11, p.3752
Order No: AAC 9211923, available (1,172 pages)

Cohen, Madeline L.
POSTWAR CITY PLANNING IN PHILADELPHIA: EDMUND N. BACON AND THE DESIGN OF WASHINGTON SQUARE EAST
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Brownlee, David B.
Source: DAI-A 52/08, p.2731
Order No: AAC 9200327, available (769 pages)

Crawford, Margaret Lee
DESIGNING THE COMPANY TOWN, 1910-1930
School: University of California, Los Angeles
Advisor: Hayden, Dolores
Source: DAI-A 52/09, p.3452
Order No: AAC 9205985, available (332 pages)
1991 - continued:

Hawkins, Kenneth Blair
THE THERAPEUTIC LANDSCAPE: NATURE, ARCHITECTURE, AND MIND IN NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICA
School: University of Rochester
Advisor: Lasch, Christopher
Source: DAI-A 52/11, p.4062
Order No: AAC 9210223, available (396 pages)

Joncas, Richard
"PURE FORM": THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S NONRECTANGULAR GEOMETRY
School: Stanford University
Advisor: Turner, Paul V.
Source: DAI 52/03A, p.714
Order No: AAC9122548, available (560 pages)

Kilde, Jeanne Halgren
SPIRITUAL ARMORIES: A SOCIAL AND ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF NEO-MEDIEVAL AUDITORIUM CHURCHES IN THE UNITED STATES, 1869-1910
School: University of Minnesota
Advisor: Delattre, Roland A.
Source: DAI 52/06A, p.2186
Order No: AAC9134512, available (250 pages)

Kroessler, Jeffrey Andrew
BUILDING QUEENS: THE URBANIZATION OF NEW YORK'S LARGEST BOROUGH (NEW YORK CITY)
School: City University of New York
Advisor: Wade, Richard C.
Source: DAI-A 52/05, p.1870
Order No: AAC 9130338, available (520 pages)
1991 - continued:

Manheim, Daniel Leonard
THE ANTINOMIAN CATHOLICS: HENRY ADAMS, RALPH ADAMS CRAM, AND T.S. ELIOT
School: Columbia University
Advisor: Hovde, Carl
Source: DAI-A 52/11, p.3929
Order No: AAC 9209867, available (203 pages)

Mooney, Barbara Burlison
'TRUE WORTH IS HIGHLY SHOWN IN LIVEING WELL': ARCHITECTURAL PATRONAGE IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY VIRGINIA
School: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Advisor: Betts, R.
Source: DAI-A 52/07, p.2303
Order No: AAC 9136678, available (1,029 pages)

Solomonson, Katherine Mary
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE TOWER COMPETITION: THE FORMATION OF A CORPORATE ICON (SKYSCRAPER, ILLINOIS)
School: Stanford University
Advisor: Turner, Paul V.
Source: DAI-A 52/10, p.3459
Order No: AAC 9206857, available (317 pages)

Stephens, Stanton
CHARLES AND RAY EAMES: FURNITURE, ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR DESIGN, FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY
School: Council for National Academic Awards, United Kingdom
Source: DAI-A 53/09, p.3023
Order No: AAC DX97852, available (402 pages)
1991 - continued:

Vidutis, Richard
FINNISH SETTLEMENT ARCHITECTURE IN MICHIGAN'S KEWEENAW PENINSULA: ADAPTATION, EVOLUTION AND RESTORATION OF FORMS (LOG BUILDINGS)
School: Indiana University
Advisor: Roberts, Warren
Source: DAI-A 55/08, p.2517
Order No: AAC 9500452, available (390)

Young, Patricia Anne Mastick
SINGLE PEN LOG AND BOARD AND BATTEN CABINS BUILT IN THE MOUNTAINS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: A STUDY IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CALIFORNIA BUILDING TRADITION (BOARD AND BATTEN CABINS, SINGLE PEN LOG CABINS)
School: Indiana University
Advisor: Roberts, Warren
Source: DAI-A 52/09, p.3388
Order No: AAC 9205921, available (710 pages)

1992

Barbuto, Domenica Maria
'THE MATRIX OF UNDERSTANDING': THE LIFE AND WORK OF MARY KINGSBURY SIMKHOVITCH (SETTLEMENT HOUSES)
School: State University of New York at Stony Brook
Advisor: Tomes, Nancy J.
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.2072
Order No: AAC 9232776, available (380 pages)

Berry, Susan J.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF POWER: SPATIAL AND SOCIAL ORDER IN SEVEN RHODE ISLAND MILL VILLAGES
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI-A 53/10, p.3573
Order No: AAC 9304858, available (442 pages)
1992 - continued:

Bricker, Lauren Weiss
THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF FISKE KIMBALL AND TALBOT FAULKNER HAMLIN TO THE STUDY OF AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
School: University of California, Santa Barbara
Advisor: Gebhard, David
Source: DAI-A 54/02, p.346
Order No: AAC 9303180, available (743 pages)

Canato, Mario
PRAGMATIC THINKING IN THE IDEAS OF THE SKYSCRAPER ARCHITECTS OF THE 1920S (HOOD RAYMONG, WALKER RALPH, CORBETT HARVEY WILEY, KAYN ELY JACQUES)
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Leatherbarrow, David
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.1699
Order No: AAC 9227633, available (211 pages)

Carroll, Laura Burns
RECONCILING MODERNISM AND TRADITION: SEVEN PACIFIC NORTHWEST CHURCHES OF PIETRO BELLUSCHI, 1939-1955
School: University of Washington
Advisor: Clausen, Meredith L.
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.1701
Order No: AAC 9230338, available (347 pages)

Carson, Glenn Thomas
LEE RUTLAND SCARBOROUGH: ARCHITECT OF A NEW DENOMINATIONALISM WITHIN THE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION
School: Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.1963
Order No: AAC 9231653, available (207 pages)

Caulkins, Frank Arthur
OHIO AND PUBLIC HOUSING UNDER THE NEW DEAL: FOUR CASE STUDIES
School: University of Akron
Advisor: Richardson, James F.
Source: DAI-A 53/05, p.1631
Order No: AAC 9226116, available (234 pages)
1992 - continued:

Dietz, Karen Ann
A HOME IN THE WOODS: SUMMER LIFE IN THE ADIRONDACKS (VACATION HOUSES, RUSTIC DESIGN, NEW YORK)
School: University of Pennsylvania
Source: DAI-A 53/11, p.4036
Order No: AAC 9235131, available (416 pages)

Durand, Stephen Roland
ARCHITECTURAL CHANGE AND CHACO PREHISTORY (NEW MEXICO)
School: University of Washington
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.1982
Order No: unknown, available (292 pages)

Greenspan, Anders
A SHRINE TO THE AMERICAN FAITH: AMERICANISM AND THE RESTORATION OF COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG, 1926-1960 (VIRGINIA, WILLIAMSBURG)
School: Indiana University
Advisor: Bodnar, John
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.2074
Order No: AAC 9231547, available (229 pages)

Handa, Rumiko
DESIGN THROUGH DRAWING: EERO SAARINEN'S DESIGN IN THE JEFFESON NATIONAL EXPANSION MEMORIAL COMPETITION
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Frascari, Marco
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.1699
Order No: AAC 9227675, available (345 pages)

Harms, Martin John
1770, 1870, 1970: CRAFT, THE MACHINE AND HUMAN TRANSACTION IN THE TECHNOLOGY OF THREE PHILADELPHIA BUILDINGS
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: McCleary, Peter M.
Source: DAI-A 53/05, p.1298
Order No: AAC 9227676, available (192 pages)
Henderson, Wesley Howard
TWO CASE STUDIES OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN ARCHITECTS' CAREERS IN LOS ANGELES, 1890-1945: PAUL R. WILLIAMS, FAIA AND JAMES H. GARROTT, AIA
School: University of California, Los Angeles
Advisor: Favro, Diane
Source: DAI-A 54/01, p.2
Order No: AAC 9310919, available (590 pages)

Hise, Greg G.
THE ROOTS OF THE POSTWAR URBAN REGION: MASS-HOUSING AND COMMUNITY PLANNING IN CALIFORNIA, 1920-1950
School: University of California, Berkeley
Advisor: Upton, Dell
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2708
Order No: AAC 9330581, available (418 pages)

Ivey, Paul Eli
TABERNACLE TO TEMPLE, THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE BUILDING BOOM, 1895-1925: THE TRIUMPH OF THE CLASSICAL STYLE
School: State University of New York at Binghamton
Source: DAI-A 53/06, p.1700
Order No: AAC 9231440, available (615 pages)

Jenkins, Virginia Scott
A GREEN VELVETY CARPET: THE FRONT LAWN AS AN AMERICAN CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Mergen, Bernard M.
Source: DAI-A 52/08, p.2963
Order No: AAC 9202884, available, (384 pages)
Jones, Susan Hicks
CREATING A TRADITION: EARLY CAMPUS PLANNING AT HAMPTON INSTITUTE, 1868-1893 (VIRGINIA)
School: College of William and Mary, degree: EDD
Advisor: Thelin, John R.
Source: DAI-A 54/03, p.832
Order No: AAC 9317236, available (260 pages)

Koegler, Karen
BUILDING IN STONE IN SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA (STONE BUILDINGS, MASONRY)
School: University of Kentucky
Advisor: Raitz, Karl B.
Source: DAI-A 53/12, p.4430
Order No: AAC 9310488, available (372)

Lahvis, Sylvia Leistyna
THE SKILLIN WORKSHOP: THE EMBLEMATIC IMAGE IN FEDERAL BOSTON
School: University of Delaware
Advisor: Homer, William I; Hoffecker, Carol E.
Source: DAI-A 53/07, p.2133
Order No: AAC 9232619, available (459 pages)

Lightfoot, Ricky R.
ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE HOUSE AND HOUSEHOLD: A CASE STUDY OF ASSEMBLAGE FORMATION AND HOUSEHOLD ORGANIZATION IN THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST (ANASAZI, COLORADO)
School: Washington State University
Advisor: Lipe, William D.
Source: DAI-A 53/08, p.2864
Order No: AAC 9238407, available (304 pages)
1992 - continued:

Major, Judith Kathryn
TO LIVE IN THE NEW WORLD: ADAPTATIONS FOR AMERICA IN A.J. DOWNING'S THEORY OF LANDSCAPE GARDENING
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Leatherbarrow, David
Source: DAI-A 53/11, p.3702
Order No: AAC 9334202, available (298)

Orlin, Glenn S.
THE EVOLUTION OF THE AMERICAN URBAN PARKWAY
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Gillette, Howard Frank Jr.
Source: DAI-A 53/04, p. 1200
Order No: AAC 9224249, available (278 pages)

Pleasant, Julian Smith, Jr.
THE ARTS OF THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH AS VIEWED IN THE ARCHITECTURE, MUSIC AND LITURGY OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
School: Ohio University
Advisor: Wortman, Robert L.
Source: DAI-A 53/11, p.3708
Order No: AAC 9308027, available (260 pages)

Reese, Carol McMichael
THE POLITICIAN AND THE CITY: URBAN FORM AND CITY BEAUTIFUL RHETORIC IN PROGRESSIVE ERA DENVER (COLORADO)
School: University of Texas at Austin
Advisor: Preyer, Brenda
Source: DAI-A 53/04, p. 969
Order No: AAC 9225704, available (567 pages)

Thompson, Emily Ann
'MYSTERIES OF THE ACOUSTIC': ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS IN AMERICA, 1800-1932
School: Princeton University
Advisor: Gillispie, Charles C.
Source: DAI-A 53/07, p.2521
Order No: AAC 9235247, available (421 pages)
1992 - continued:

Wayne, Lucy Bowles
BURNING BRICK: A STUDY OF A LOWCOUNTRY INDUSTRY (SOUTH CAROLINA, BRICKMAKING)
School: University of Florida
Advisor: Starnes, Early M.
Source: DAI-A 53/10, p.3396
Order No: AAC 9304067, available (158 pages)

Webb, Dixie Jeanine
THE AESTHETIC OF THE INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT: IMAGES OF THE FACTORY IN AMERICAN ART, 1918 TO 1940
School: University of Kansas
Advisor: Eldredge, Charles C.
Source: DAI-A 54/04, p.1128
Order No: AAC 9323059, available (296)
Abu-Dayyeh, Nabil Issa
THE PLACE OF DINING IN FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT'S HOUSES
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Frascari, Marco
Source: DAI-A 54/12, p.4285
Order No: AAC 9413786, available (277 pages)

Allaback, Sarah
THE WRITINGS OF LOUISA TUTHILL: CULTIVATING ARCHITECTURAL TASTE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERIA
School: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Advisor: Anderson, Stanford
Source: DAI-A 54/06, p.1977
Order No: none, not available

Barker, Mary Ann Tucker
MCFARLIN AUDITORIUM, DALLAS, TEXAS: AN ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE SPACE AND THE PERFORMANCES
School: University of Texas at Dallas
Advisor: Chandler, Joan
Source: DAI-A 53/09, p.3019
Order No: AAC 9238099, available (252 pages)

Bentel, Paul Louis
MODERNISM AND PROFESSIONALISM IN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE, 1919-1933
School: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Advisor: Anderson, Stanford
Source: DAI-A 54/03, p.709
Order No: none, not available

Bilello, Joseph
DECIDING TO BUILD: UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION AND THE DESIGN OF ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
School: University of Maryland at College Park
Advisor: Birnbaum, Robert
Source: DAI-A 55/04, p.767
Order No: AAC 9424999, available (767 pages)
Bowen, Janet Wolf  
NOVEL ROOMS: AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE AND THE BOOK, 1840-1940  
School: University of Chicago  
Source: DAI-A 54/09, p.3433  
Order No: none, not available

Brodherson, David Philip  
WHAT CAN'T GO UP CAN'T COME DOWN: THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN AIRPORT POLICY, PLANNING AND DESIGN  
School: Cornell University  
Advisor: Tomlan, Michael  
Source: DAI-A 54/02, p.649  
Order No: AAC 9318878, available (713 pages)

Dickey, Susan Jean  
F.E. AND OSCAR RUFFINI: TEXAS ARCHITECTS, 1877-1917  
School: Texas Tech University  
Advisor: Carlson, Paul H.  
Source: DAI-A 54/08, p.3174  
Order No: AAC 9404083, available (258 pages)

Ferguson, Thomas John  
HISTORIC ZUNI ARCHITECTURE AND SOCIETY: A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (NEW MEXICO)  
School: University of New Mexico  
Advisor: Wils, Wirt H.  
Source: DAI-A 54/08, p.3084  
Order No: AAC 9403335, available (399 pages)

Futter, Catherine Lenoir  
'MUSEUMS OF HOUSEHOLD ART': THE INTERIORS AND FURNITURE OF HERTER BROTHERS, 1865-1906 (NEW YORK)  
School: Yale University  
Source: DAI-A 55/02, p.166  
Order No: AAC 9414902, available (750 pages)
Gray, Lee Edward
THE OFFICE BUILDING IN NEW YORK CITY, 1850-1880
School: Cornell University
Advisor: Woods, Mary N.
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2353
Order No: AAC 9333296, available (520 pages)

Heinrich, Thomas Rados
SHIPS FOR THE SEVEN SEAS: PHILADELPHIA SHIPBUILDING IN THE AGE OF INDUSTRIAL CAPITALISM, 1860-1900 (ARCHITECTURE OF SHIPYARDS)
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Licht, Walter
Source: DAI-A 54/06, p.2297
Order No: AAC 9331788, available (416 pages)

Houck, Jeanne B.
WRITTEN IN STONE: HISTORICAL MEMORY AND THE MALL IN WASHINGTON, D.C., 1865-1945
School: New York University
Advisor: Bender, Thomas
Source: DAI-A 54/11, p.4231
Order No: AAC 9411100, available (439 pages)

Jeffries, Margaret Ann Prater
BAUMANN BROTHERS (1887-1913), KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE: RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN
School: University of Tennessee
Advisor: Blakemore, Robbie G.
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2353
Order No: AAC 9331704

Kapsch, Robert James
THE LABOR HISTORY OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WHITE HOUSE, 1793-1817
School: University of Maryland at College Park
Advisor: Sies, Mary Corbin
Source: DAI-A 55/10, p.3220
Order No: AAC 9507988, available (452 pages)
Karener, Douglas George
'LEAVING ON A JET PLANE': COMMERCIAL AVIATION, AIRPORTS AND POST-
INDUSTRIAL AMERICAN SOCIETY, 1933-1970
School: Temple University
Advisor: Kusmer, Kenneth L.
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2695
Order No: AAC 9332811, available (585 pages)

Karsner, Douglas George
'LEAVING ON A JET PLANE': COMMERCIAL AVIATION, AIRPORTS AND POST-
INDUSTRIAL AMERICAN SOCIETY, 1933-1970
School: Temple University
Advisor: Kusmer, Kenneth L.
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2695
Order No: AAC 9332811, available (585 pages)

Kent, Phillip John
THE MEANING OF THE ROMANESQUE REVIVAL: A STUDY OF ROMANESQUE
REVIVAL ARCHITECTURE AND ITS ASSOCIATIONS IN BRITAIN, THE UNITED
STATES, AND AUSTRALIA
School: Bryn Mawr College
Source: DAI-A 54/04, p.1127
Order No: AAC 9324712, available (215 pages)

Kwon, Jongwook
AMERICAN SKYSCRAPERS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
KOREAN HIGHRISE OFFICE BUILDINGS
School: Texas A&M University
Advisor: Quantrill, Malcolm
Source: DAI-A 54/11, p.3904
Order No: AAC 9410828, available (228 pages)
Lachin, Teresa Bohan
'WAR AND REMEMBRANCE': THE WAR MEMORIAL AS CULTURAL ARTIFACT (VIETNAM WAR)
School: University of Maryland, College Park
Advisor: Kelly, R. Gordon
Source: DAI-A 54/05, p.1851
Order No: AAC 9327448, available (492 pages)

McFadden, Nancy Kimball
HOUSE AND HOME IN PORTLAND, OREGON: A STUDY OF ORDINARY HOUSES IN SOME SOUTHEAST PORTLAND NEIGHBORHOODS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY
School: University of Oregon
Advisor, Brown, Richard M.
Source: DI-A 54/08, p.3178
Order No: AAC 9402037, available (392 pages)

Michelson, Alan Richard
TOWARDS A REGIONAL SYNTHESIS: THE SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY RESIDENCES OF WILLIAM WILSON WURSTER, 1922-1964
School: Stanford University
Advisor: Turner, Paul V.
Source: DAI-A 54/09, p.3242
Order No: AAC 9403985, available (834 pages)

Nicoletta, Julie
STRUCTURES FOR COMMUNAL LIFE: SHAKER DWELLING HOUSES AT MOUNT LEBANON, NEW YORK
School: Yale University
Advisor: Cummings, Abbott Lowell
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2360
Order No: AAC 9400364, available (357 pages)
1993 - continued:

Ore, Janet D.
CONSTRUCTING THE MODERN HOME: DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE AND CULTURAL CHANGE IN SEATTLE NEIGHBORHOODS, 1890-1940 (WASHINGTON STATE)
School: University of Utah
Source: DAI-A 54/10, p.3857
Order No: AAC 9409470, available (315 pages)

Orfanos, Patricia M.
GEORGE H. SKIDMORE, ARCHITECT, AND LATE 19TH-CENTURY CHURCHES IN SUFFOLK COUNTY, LAND ISLAND
School: New York University
Advisor: Trachtenberg, Marvin
Source: DAI-A 54/08, p.2767
Order No: AAC 9333665, available (341 pages)

Pachner, Joan Helen
TONY SMITH: ARCHITECT, PAINTER, SCULPTOR
School: New York University
Advisor: Varnedoe, Kirk
Source: DAI-A 54/02, p.348
Order No: AAC 9317595, available (1,248 pages)

Pearlman, Jill E.
JOSEPH HUDNUT AND THE EDUCATION OF THE MODERN ARCHITECT
School: University of Chicago
Source: ADD X1994
Order No: none, not available

Rab, K. Shahid
AN INVESTIGATIVE STUDY OF THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL BUILDING SYSTEM (VAHBS)
School: Catholic University of America
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2695
Order No: AAC 9332811, available (585 pages)
1993 - continued:

Rilling, Donna J.  
BUILDING PHILADELPHIA: REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT IN THE CITY OF HOMES, 1790 TO 1837 (PENNSYLVANIA, ROW HOUSES, BUILDING CRAFTSMEN)  
School: University of Pennsylvania  
Advisor: Licht, Walter  
Source: DAI-A 54/03, p.1072  
Order No: AAC 9321464, available (391 pages)

Schaffer, Kristen Jean  
DANIEL H. BURNHAM: URBAN IDEALS AND THE 'PLAN OF CHICAGO'  
School: Cornell University  
Advisor: Woods, Mary H.  
Source: DAI-A 54/02, p. 345  
Order No: AAC 9318832, available (546 pages)

Soelle, Salley Bradstreet  
NEW DEAL ART: THE SECTION OF FINE ARTS PROGRAM IN THE GREAT PLAINS STATES  
School: University of Oklahoma  
Advisor: Morgan, H. Wayne  
Source: DAI-A 54/11, p.4234  
Order No: AAC 9410286, available (332 pages)

Speaks, Michael Angelo  
ARCHITECTURAL IDEOLOGIES: MODERN, POSTMODERN, AND DECONSTRUCTIVE (TAFURI MANFREDO, ALTHUSSER LOUIS, JAMESON FREDRIC, TSCHUMI BERNARD, DERRIDA JACQUES)  
School: Duke University  
Advisor: Jameson, Frederic R.  
Source: DAI-A 54/08, p.2767  
Order No: AAC 9334202, available (208 pages)
Stephenson, Charles Todd
CELEBRATING AMERICAN HEROES: THE COMMEMORATION OF GEORGE WASHINGTON, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, THEODORE ROOSEVELT, AND THOMAS JEFFERSON, 1832-1943
School: Brown University
Source: DAI-A 54/10, p.3858
Order No: AAC 9407034

Sweeting, Adam William
READING HOUSES AND BUILDING BOOKS: ANDREW JACKSON DOWNING AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF POPULAR ANTEBELLUM LITERATURE
School: New York University
Advisor: Silverman, Kenneth
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2628
Order No: AAC 9333678, available (379 pages)

Thayer, Preston
THE RAILROAD DESIGNS OF FRANK FURNESS: ARCHITECTURE AND CORPORATE IMAGERY IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Brownlee, David B.
Source: DAI-A 54/03, p.715
Order No: AAC 9321487, available (648 pages)

Veselka, Robert Ervin
THE COURTHOUSE SQUARE IN TEXAS: ITS MORPHOLOGY AND INFLUENCE ON THE URBAN LANDSCAPE
School: University of Texas at Austin
Advisor: Foote, Kenneth E.
Source: DAI-A 54/08, p. 3159
Order No: AAC 9401022, available (210 pages)

Wurst, Louann
LIVING THEIR OWN HISTORY: CLASS, AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY IN A NINETEENTH CENTURY RURAL COMMUNITY
School: State University of New York at Binghampton
Source: DAI-A 54/04, p.1435
Order No: AAC 9326094, available (483 pages)
Giberti, Bruno
THE CLASSIFIED LANDSCAPE: CONSUMPTION, COMMODITY ORDER, AND THE 1876 CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION AT PHILADELPHIA
School: University of California, Berkeley
Source: DAI-A 55/09, p.2606
Order No: AAC 9504812, available (307 pages)

Chi, Hsin Ying
ARTIST AND ATTIC: A STUDY OF POETIC SPACE IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY WOMEN’S WRITING
School: Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Dandurand, Karen
Source: DAI-A 55/12, p.3665
Order No: AAC 9511354, available (232 pages)

Davidson, Rebecca Warren
IMAGES AND IDEAS OF THE ITALIAN GARDEN IN AMERICAN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
School: Cornell University
Advisor: Otto, Christian F.
Source: DAI-A 54/12, p.4285
Order No: AAC 9409527, available (454 pages)

Eleishe, Azza Mohamed
CONTEXTUALISM IN ARCHITECTURE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION
School: University of Michigan
Advisor: Warner, Kate
Source: DAI-A 55/04, p.768
Order No: AAC 9423116, available (237 pages)

Farr, Libby Dawson
ART MUSEUMS AS BRIDGES ACROSS TIME: FOUR AMERICAN COLLEGIATE ART MUSEUMS OF THE 1980S (MASSACHUSETTS, NEW HAMPSHIRE, OHIO)
School: University of Oregon
Source: DAI-A 55/09, p.2606
Order No: AAC 9502379, available (550 pages)
1994 - continued:

Friedman, Aysen
BEHIND DOCUMENT AND MONUMENT: ARCHITECTURAL ARTIFACT IN AN AGE OF SPECIALIZED INSTITUTIONS
School: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Advisor: Friedman, David
Source: DAI-A 55/10, p.3017
Order No: none, not available

Giberti, Bruno
THE CLASSIFIED LANDSCAPE: CONSUMPTION, COMMODITY ORDER, AND THE 1876 CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION AT PHILADELPHIA (PENNSYLVANIA)
School: University of California, Berkeley
Advisor: Upton, Dell
Source: DAI-A 55/09, p.2606
Order No: AAC 9504812, available (307 pages)

Henderson, Peter Harry
LOCAL DEALS AND THE NEW DEAL STATE: IMPLEMENTING FEDERAL PUBLIC HOUSING IN BALTIMORE, 1933-1968
School: Johns Hopkins University
Source: DAI-A 55/03, p.708
Order No: AAC 9419983, available (569 pages)

Houlihan, Timothy John
THE NEW YORK CITY BUILDING TRADES, 1890-1910
School: State University of New York at Binghampton
Advisor: Dubofsky, Melvyn
Source: DAI-A 54/08, p.3176
Order No: AAC 9402949, available (313 pages)

James, Steven Randall
REGIONAL VARIATION IN PREHISTORIC PUEBLO HOUSEHOLDS AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION: A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH (KIVAS)
School: Arizona State University
Advisor: Redman, Charles
Source: DAI-A 55/04, p.1011
Order No: AAC 9424109, available (425 pages)
1994 - continued:

Jones, Virginia Louise
SUN CITY CENTER RETIREMENT COMMUNITY: AN ALTERNATIVE TO AGING-IN-PLACE?
School: University of Michigan
Advisor: Pastalan, Leon A.
Source: DAI-A 55/04, p.769
Order No: AAC 9423118

Kendall, Douglas
IN THE SHADOW OF THE GREAT ELM: WETHERSFIELD, CONNECTICUT, IN TRANSITION, 1850-1940
School: Boston University
Advisor: Wajda, Shirley Teresa
Source: DAI-A 55/03, p.617
Order No: AAC 9422199, available (258 pages)

Otto, Gretchen Marie
THE CRANBROOK MYSTIQUE: A HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY OF GEORGE GOUGH BOOTH FOUNDER OF CRANBROOK EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY
School: Pennsylvania State University
Source: DAI-A 55/09, p.2688
Order No: AAC 9504266, available (217 pages)

Ozen, Hamiyet
A MODEL FOR THE STUDY OF THE GROWTH OF TOURISM ON HISTORIC SITES IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, AND SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
School: Texas Tech University
Advisor: Jones, Michael A.
Source: DAI-A 55/05, p.1125
Order No: AAC 9426768, available (169 pages)
1994 - continued:

Revell, Keith Douglas
BEYOND EFFICIENCY: EXPERTS, URBAN PLANNING, AND CIVIC CULTURE IN NEW 
YORK CITY, 1898-1933
School: University of Virginia
Source: DAI-A 54/12, p.4567
Order No: AAC 9415563, available (465 pages)

Savas, Aysen
BETWEEN DOCUMENT AND MONUMENT: ARCHITECTURAL ARTIFACT IN AN AGE 
OF SPECIALIZED INSTITUTIONS
School: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Source: DAI-A 55/10, p.3017
Order No: none, not available

Small, Nora Pat
BEAUTY AND CONVENIENCE: THE ARCHITECTURAL REORDERING OF SUTTON, 
MASSACHUSETTS, 1790-1840 (RURAL BUILDINGS, BUILDING PRACTICES)
School: Boston University
Advisor: St. George, Robert Blair
Source: DAI-A 54/07, p.2355
Order No: AAC 9334225, available (329 pages)

Tolbert, Lisa Carol
CONSTRUCTING TOWNSCAPES: ARCHITECTURE AND EXPERIENCE IN 
NINETEENTH-CENTURY COUNTY SEATS OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE
School: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Advisor: Kasson, John
Source: DAI-A 55/06, p.1672
Order No: AAC 9429464, available (376 pages)

Varnelis, Kazys
THE SPECTACLE OF THE INNOCENT EYE: VISION, CYNICAL REASON, AND THE 
DISCIPLINE OF ARCHITECTURE IN POSTWAR AMERICA
School: Cornell University
Advisor: Otto, Christian F.
Source: DAI-A 55/06, p.1400
Order No: AAC 9429301, available (560 pages)
1994 - continued:

Vincent, Marc Philippe
'NATURA NON FACIT SALTUS': THE EVOLUTION OF PAUL CRET'S ARCHITECTURAL THEORY (PENNSYLVANIA)
School: University of Pennsylvania
Advisor: Brownlee, David B.
Source: DAI-A 55/09, p.2607
Order No: AAC 9503846, available (442 pages)

Wells, Camille
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY HOUSING ON THE NORTHERN NECK OF VIRGINIA
School: College of William and Mary
Advisor: Axtell, James
Source: DAI-A 55/12, p.3967
Order No: AAC 9511091, available

Wigoder, Meir Joel
CURBSTONE SKETCHES: PHOTOGRAPHY, ART AND LEISURE DURING THE MODERN URBAN TRANSFORMATION OF NEW YORK CITY, 1890-1920
School: University of California, Berkeley
Advisor: Armstrong, Carol
Source: DAI-A 55/09, p.2607
Order No: AAC 9505048, available (331 pages)
Ayad, Irene Erika
LOUIS I. KAHN AND NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN: THE 'MILL CREEK DEVELOPMENT AREA PLAN,' 1951-1954 (PENNSYLVANIA))
School: Cornell University
Advisor: Otto, Christian F.
Source: DAI-A 55/12, p.3665
Order No: AAC 9511938 (378 pp.)

Barshinger, Jay R.
PROVISIONS FOR TRADE: THE MARKET HOUSE IN SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
School: Pennsylvania State University
Advisor: Zabel, Craig
Source: DAI-A 56/02, p.382
Order No: AAC 9518701 (381 pages)

Goode, James Moore
ARCHITECTURE, POLITICS, AND CONFLICT: THOMAS USTICK WALTER AND THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE UNITED STATES CAPITOL, 1850-1865
School: George Washington University
Advisor: Longstreth, Richard W.
Source: DAI-A 56/03, p.990
Order No: AAC 9522065, available (545 pages)
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AMERICAN INFLUENCE IN GERMANY: 1975 - Tolzmann.


AQUEDUCTS: 1956 - Weigley.
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WRITERS AND WRITINGS, ARCHITECTURAL (see also CRITICISM, ARCHITECTURAL):

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION: 1993 - Pearlman.


ARKANSAS: 1989 - Sizemore.

ARMY, U.S. (see also CORPS OF ENGINEERS and MILITARY ARCHITECTURE):
1981 - Kindred.


ART DECO (see also MURALS): 1980 - Garvey, 1992 - Canato.

ARTIFACTS, ARCHITECTURAL: 1994 - Savas.


ARTS AND CRAFTS: 1973 - Engelbrecht.

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA: 1984 - Volk.

ASIAN ARCHITECTURE (see CHINATOWN).

AUDITORIUMS (see THEATERS).
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BARTLETT, PAUL WAYLAND, SCULPTOR: 1990 - Somma.

BATTLEFIELDS: 1988 - Panhorst.

BAUHAUS (see also MODERNISM): 1973 - Engelbrecht, 1988 - Samson.


BEAUFOORT COUNTY, NORTH CAROLINA: 1982 - Casto.


BENJAMIN, ASHER: 1951 - Cummings, 1974 - Quinan.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PARKWAY: 1985 - Dezfuli-Arjomandi.

BERKSHIRES: 1949 - Pierson.

BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA: 1963 - Murtagh.


BILTMORE: 1984 - Volk.

BITTER, KARL: 1963 - Dennis.


BLACK ARTISANS: 1982 - Carll-White.


BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS: 1940 - McGlinchee.

BREWERS: 1990 - Appel.

BRICKLAYERS: see ARTISANS.


BRICKWORK: 1950 - Love.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

BRIDGES: 1974 - Zangrando.


BUILDERS' GUIDES (see also PATTERN BOOKS): 1951 - Cummings, 1974 - Quinan.


BUILDING TRADES (see also BENJAMIN, BUILDERS, and DEVELOPERS): 1983 - Garvin, 1983 - Lounsbury.


BYRNE, BARRY: 1968 - Chappell.

C


CALIFORNIA (see also LOS ANGELES, MARIN COUNTY, and SAN FRANCISCO):


CANALS (see ERIE CANAL and CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO CANAL).


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

CARIBBEAN INFLUENCE: 1975 - Vlach.


CARPENTERS: see ARTISANS.


CATHEDRAL OF SAINT JOHN THE DIVINE: 1990 - Strong.

CEMENT (see also CONCRETE, REINFORCED): 1981 - Hahn.


CEMENT (see also CONCRETE, REINFORCED): 1981 - Hahn.


CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA: 1988 - Bozorgi.


CHICAGO SCHOOL (see also PRAIRIE SCHOOL): 1959 - Peisch.


CHINATOWN, SAN FRANCISCO: 1985 - Yip.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


CITY BEAUTIFUL MOVEMENT (see also MCMILLAN COMMISSION): 1985 - Dezfuli-Aijomandi, 1988 - Bushong.

CITY HALLS: 1983 - Kellerman.


CIVIC CENTERS: 1979 - Draper.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


COLUMBARIUMS (see also CEMETERIES): 1990 - Tompkins.


CONNECTICUT VALLEY: 1945 - Hayes.

CONSERVATIONISTS: 1960 - Frederick.


CORBETT, HARVEY WILEY, ARCHITECT: 1992 - Canato.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


CUMBERLAND VALLEY: 1988 - Reed.

D

DAMON, ISAAC: 1965 - Merrill.

DAMS (see also CORPS OF ENGINNERS, U.S. ARMY and ENGINEERS): 1986 - Jackson.

SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

DAVENPORT, IOWA: 1979 - Oszuscik.


DEVELOPERS (see also BUILDERS): 1987 - Braden, 1990 - Loeb.


DRAFTING (see DRAWINGS, ARCHITECTURAL).
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


DRAYTON HALL: 1985 - Griffin.

DUTCH ARCHITECTURE: 1983 - Kellerman.


E


ECOLE DES BEAUX-ARTS: 1955 - Noffsinger.


EIDLITZ, LEOPOLD: 1977 - Erdmann.

EISENMAN, PETER: 1994 - Varnelis.

ELMSLIE (see PURCELL AND EMSLIE).


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

F

FACTORIES (see INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE).

FAIRS (see EXPOSITION ARCHITECTURE).

FARMHOUSES (see also VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE): 1971 - Glass, 1981 - McMurry.


FEMINISM (see GENDER).


FIREPLACES: 1990 - Roberts.


FLOWERDUE HUNDRED: 1986 - Scully.

FOLK ARCHITECTURE (see VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE).

FREeways, see HIGHWAYS.


FURNESS, FRANK: 1986 - Orlowski.

FURNITURE: see DECORATIVE ARTS.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

G

GARDEN CITIES: 1981 - Schafffer.


GLASS, STAINED, see STAINED GLASS.


GOFF, ARCHITECTURE OF: 1975 - Sorensen.


GRAVES, MICHAEL: 1994 - Varnelis.

GRAVESTONES (see also CEMETERIES and COLUMBARIUMS): 1964 - Ludwig, 1984 - Little.

GREEK-REVIVAL (see CLASSICISM).
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

GRIFFIN, WALTER BURLEY: 1959 - Peisch.


H


HARBORS (see CORPS OF ENGINEERS, U.S. ARMY).


HAVILAND, JOHN: 1965 - Baigell.

HAWAII (see also HONOLULU): 1985 - Fox.

HERTER BROTHERS: 1993 - Futter.


HISTORIOGRAPHY, ARCHITECTURAL: 1975 - Poppeliers.


HONOLULU: 1990 - Penkiunus.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


HUDNUT, JOSEPH: 1993 - Pearlman.


I

IANNELLI, ALFONSO, ARTIST: 1972 - Rubin.

ILLINOIS (see also CHICAGO): 1986 - Boyce, 1987 - Sies.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD: 1971 - Voss.

INDIANA: 1960 - Frederick, 1983 - Van Meter.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

INSANE ASYLUMS (see also HOSPITALS): 1990 - Millikan.

INTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM: 1954 - Harrison, 1974 - Raiford.


IOWA (see also DAVENPORT): 1965 - Keyes, 1979 - Oszuscik, 1990 - Eckardt.


ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE: 1968 - Bernstein.


J

JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA: 1942 - Forman.


K


KECK, GEORGE F.: 1986 - Boyce.

KELLUM, JOHN: 1979 - Gardner.

KENTUCKY (see also HOLLYBUSH): 1971 - Flynn, 1985 - Carlisle.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

KEY WEST, FLORIDA: 1987 - Shiver.
KIMBALL, FISKE: 1992 - Bricker.
KURNESS, FRANK, ARCHITECT: 1993 - Thayer.

LAKE SUPERIOR: 1982 - Eckert.


LEDO ROAD: 1954 - Anders.


LEVITTOWN, LONG ISLAND: 1988 - Kelly.


LIEBER, COL. RICHARD: 1960 - Frederick.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

LIENAU, DETLEF: 1958 - Kramer.

LIGHTING: 1986 - Anderson.


LINCOLN MEMORIAL: 1990 - Thomas.


LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS: 1976 - Topitzer.

M

MACDONALD, ANGUS SNEAD: 1969 - Baumann.

MCELFAacRICK AND SONS, ARCHITECTS: 1966 - Blackwood.

MCKIM, CHARLES F. (see MCKIM, MEAD AND WHITE).


MARKETING OF HOUSES (see also HOUSES): 1990 - Chandler.

MARIN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA: 1972 - Radford.

MARSHALL, MICHIGAN: 1963 - Cooper.

MARTHA'S VINEYARD, MASSACHUSETTS: 1985 - Scott.

MARYLAND (see also BALTIMORE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, and ST. MARY'S CITY): 1982 - Stone, 1988 - Reed, 1990 - King.


MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY: 1977 - Pause.


MEETING HOUSES (see also CHURCHES and SYNAGOGUES): 1956 - Donnelly.

MEIER, RICHARD: 1994 - Vamelis.


MENDELSOHN, ERICH: 1984 - McMillian.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

MILITARY ARCHITECTURE (see also CORPS OF ENGINEERS, U.S. ARMY):


MILLS, ROBERT: 1983 - Peters.

MINNEAPOLIS: 1951 - Torbert.


MISSION REVIVAL (see also SPANISH COLONIAL and SOUTHWEST): 1978 - Weitze.

MISSIONS, SPANISH (see also SOUTHWEST): 1974 - Weinberg.


MIZNER, ADDISON: 1979 - Orr-Cahall.

MOBILE HOMES: 1940 - Cowgill.


MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND: 1987 - Sorensen.

MONUMENTALITY, ARCHITECTURAL: 1979 - Campbell.
MONUMENTS, PUBLIC (see SCULPTURE).

MOORISH ARCHITECTURE (see ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE).

MORAVIAN ARCHITECTURE: 1963 - Murtagh.


MOTELS (see also HOTELS): 1963 - Pierson.

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS (see also THEATERS): 1980 - Herzog, 1990 - Valentine.

MUELLER, HERMAN CARL: 1979 - Taft.


N

NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI: 1983 - Kapsch.


NATIONAL MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND TECHNOLOGY (see NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AMERICAN HISTORY, SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION).


NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY: 1984 - Listokin.


NEW ENGLAND (see NORTHEAST, see also MILL VILLAGES).


NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA: 1987 - Richie.

NEW JERSEY (see also NEW BRUNSWICK): 1968 - Dehoney, 1987 - Sies.


NEW TOWNS: 1975 - Garner.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


NORTHWEST (see also individual states): 1966 - Vastokas.

NORTON, CHARLES ELIOT: 1951 - Shaffer.

O

OAK PARK, ILLINOIS: 1973 - Dull.

OFFICE BUILDINGS (see also COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS and SKYSCRAPERS): 1942 - Weisman, 1989 - Abrams.


OKLAHOMA (see also GUTHRIE): 1986 - Anderson.

'OLANA': 1973 - Goss.


OPERA HOUSES (see THEATERS).


ORGANIC ARCHITECTURE (see also WRIGHT): 1957 - Winter, 1968 - Fields.

ORNAMENT, ARCHITECTURAL (see also BRICKWORK, CERAMICS, SCULPTURE, STAINED GLASS), and SULLIVAN): 1981 - Dowling.


OVERSTREET AND TOWN: 1986 - Sachs.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

P

PALLADIAN ARCHITECTURE (see also COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE and FEDERAL ARCHITECTURE): 1988 - Heck.

PALM BEACH (see also FLAGLER): 1988 - Dennison.


PANAMA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, SAN FRANCISCO: 1984 - Lee.

PARKINSON, JOHN: 1982 - Tracy.

PARKS, MILITARY: 1988 - Panhorst.


PARKWAYS (see HIGHWAYS AND PARKWAYS).


PATTERN BOOKS (see also BUILDERS' GUIDES): 1989 - Smeins.


PEDIMENTS: 1990 - Somma.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


PLEASURE GARDENS (see also LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE): 1978 - Garrett.


PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE: 1990 - Openo.


PRICE, BRUCE: 1957 - Graybill.
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


PRISONS: 1965 - Baigell.

PROFESSIONALISM, ARCHITECTURAL: see ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION, EVOLUTION OF.


PROUDFOOT AND BIRD: 1990 - Eckhardt.


PUBLIC WORKS ADMINISTRATION (see also WPA): 1989 - Reitzes.

PULLMAN, ILLINOIS: 1967 - Buder.


Q


R

RACINE, WISCONSIN: 1965 - Patton.

RADBURN, NEW JERSEY: 1981 - Schaffer.


RAPSON, RALPH: 1980 - Toner.


REFORM, ARCHITECTURAL: 1981 - Prendergast.

REGENCY STYLE (see ADAM STYLE).
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


RESTORATIONS, ARCHITECTURAL (see also PRESERVATION and WILLIAMSBURG): 1974 - Weinberg, 1990 - Tompkins.

RETIREMENT ARCHITECTURE: 1994 - Jones.

RHODE ISLAND (see also PROVIDENCE): 1972 - Sande, 1992 - Berry.


RUSKIN: 1932 - Ladd.


SALT LAKE CITY: 1979 - Hamilton.

SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA: 1975 - Campbell.

SANDSTONE: 1982 - Eckert.


SCHAEFFERSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA: 1988 - Bergengren.


SCHOOLHOUSES (see also COLLEGIATE ARCHITECTURE and GIRARD COLLEGE):


SETTLEMENT HOUSES - 1992 - Barbuto.


SHINGLE STYLE: 1949 - Scully.

SHIPYARDS: 1993 - Heinrich.


SHOTGUN HOUSES: 1975 - Vlach.

SHRYOCK, GIDEON: 1971 - Flynn.

SIMKHOVITCH, MARY KINGSBURY - 1992 - Barbuto.

SUBJECT INDEX - continued:


SLOAN, SAMUEL: 1963 - Cooledge.

SLUMS (see TENEMENT HOUSES).

SMITH, GUSTAVUS WOODSON: 1990 - Hudson.

SMITH, TONY, ARCHITECT: 1993 - Pachner.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION (see also PATENT OFFICE BUILDING): 1980 - Cohen.

SNOOK, JOHN BUTLER, ARCHITECT: 1974 - Smith.

SOCIETY HILL: 1990 - Shin.


SOUTHERN ARCHITECTURE (see also individual Southern states): 1971 - Crocker.

SOUTHWEST (see also INDIANS, AMERICAN; MISSIONS, SPANISH; and individual states): 1946 - Reitler, 1960 - Bullard, 1979 - Holmes.


SPANISH INFLUENCE ON AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE (see also MISSIONS, SPANISH; SOUTHWEST; and SPANISH COLONIAL): 1955 - Connally.


ST. ELIZABETH'S HOSPITAL: 1990 - Millikan.


STEEL (see also SKYSCRAPERS): 1903 - Lansom.

STICK STYLE: 1949 - Scully.

STONE BUILDINGS (see also GRAVESTONES, SANDSTONE, and STONE MARKERS): 1988 - Reed, 1992 - Koegler.


STREET TYPES: 1986 - Je.

STURGIS, RUSSELL (see STURGIS AND BRIGHAM).


SUBDIVISIONS: 1990 - Loeb.


SYNAGOGUES: 1986 - Elstein.

TAFFURI, MANFREDO, ARCHITECTURAL HISTORIAN: 1993 - Speaks.


TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY: 1950 - El Abd.

TERRA COTTA (see CERAMICS, ARCHITECTURAL)


TEXTILE MILLS: 1972 - Sande.


TOPOGRAPHICAL BUREAU, WAR DEPARTMENT: 1968 - Ryan.

TOURISM, IMPACT ON HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE: 1994 - Ozen.


TRANSPORTATION (see AIRPORTS, HIGHWAYS AND PARKWAYS, MOBILE HOMES, and TRAIN STATIONS).

TUDOR REVIVAL: 1986 - Townsend.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE: 1990 - Dozier.


UNIVERSITIES (see COLLEGIATE ARCHITECTURE).
SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA: 1990 - Eckhardt.


URBAN PLANNING (see CITY PLANNING).


UTAH (see also SALT LAKE CITY): 1984 - Carter.


V


VAN BRUNT, HENRY: 1979 - Hennessey.

VANDERBILT, GEORGE WASHINGTON: 1984 - Volk.

VAN RENSSELAER, MARIANA GRISWOLD, WRITER: 1979 - Dinnerstein.


VETERANS ADMINISTRATION: 1993 - Rab.


SUBJECT INDEX - continued:

W


WALL STREET: 1981 - Severini.


WAR DEPARTMENT: 1968 - Ryan.

WAR MEMORIALS: 1990 - Piehler.

WARE, WILLIAM ROBERT: 1986 - Chewning.


WASHINGTON MONUMENT: 1980 - Pierce.


WEST (see individual states and MIDWEST, NORTHWEST, and SOUTHWEST).

WEST VIRGINIA (see SHEPHERDSTOWN).


WHITE HOUSE: 1993 - Kapsch.


WINDOWS: 1988 - Dennison.

WISCONSIN (see also RACINE): 1965 - Patton.

WITHERS, FREDERICK CLARKE: 1972 - Kowsky.

WOMEN ARCHITECTURAL WRITERS (see also GENDER AND ARCHITECTURE): 1987 - Koenigsberg, 1994 - Chi.

WOMEN ARTISTS: 1986 - MacDowell.

WOODEN BUILDINGS, COLONIAL: 1976 - Candee.


WORLD FAIRS (see CHICAGO WORLD'S FAIR and EXPOSITIONS).

WORMSLOW, CAPT. JONES: 1971 - Kelso.


ZONING: 1979 - Lockard.

ZOOS: 1981 - Stott.
ZUNI INDIAN ARCHITECTURE: 1993 - Ferguson.